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ARSTRACT
This report is a summary of work done on the development of a copper hasvrl
Contact system for silicon polar cells. The work has proceeded In three phases:
PHIASE 1:
Development of a copper based contact system using plated Pd-cr-Cu. Good
cells were made but cells degraded under low temperature WO
OO heat
treatments.
PHASE 11
The degradation in Phase I was Identified as copper migration into the cells
Junction region. A paper study was conducted to find a proper barrier to the
copper inigration problem. Nickel was identified as the best candidate barrier
and this was verified in a heat treatment study using evaporated metal layers.
PHASE III:
An electroless nickel solution was substituted for the electroless chrominum
solution 
in 
the original process. Efforts were made to replace the palladium bath
with an appropriate nickel layer, but these were unsuccessful.
150 cells using the Pd -Ni-Cu Coll   act system were delivered to 3PL- Also a cost
study was made on the plating process to assess the chance of reaching 5^ /watt.
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INTRODUCTION
This contract involves the evaluation of the technical feasibilit y and effective
cost of a copper plated contact system for the manufacture of solar cells for high volume
production of low cost solar array (LSA) modules.
Contacts have been identified as one of the most important but also one of the
most expensive steps n making solar cells. Presently, space and terrestrial cells are
made with the standard titanium -pall idum-silver contact system developed in the early
sixties. This system, though expensive, has shown long-term reliability and presently is
the only contact system believed to be able to last the twenty year lifetime goal, as
' described by the LSA project. Studies show that cell meta:lization is an area where large
reductions in cell process costs can be obtained. The present Ti-Pd-Ag contacts are
evaporated under a vacuum, which alone, mainly due to the low throughput, is an
expensive process. Also, metals like silver which are currently used in thicknesses of 3-10
microns are very expensive, and especially so when coupled with the large amount of
wasted metal involved in the evaporation Therefore a new contact system should
(A) use a high through-put technique, (R) -holiW use a metal or metals that are inexpensive
as compared to silver as the main current carrier, and (C) s!, Auld have very low wastage of
metals.
There are only two candidate contact techniques that meet this criteria. First
there is the print-on-contact. This method uses a silk-screen which in conjunction with a
conductive ink, to print the contacts on the cells in the desired pattern. The printed ink,
# next, has to be sintered at temperatures ranging from 450-750 00 depending on the
formulation of the ink and the cell processing sequence to obtain the desired properties.
Reliability has been the major problem with this technique since control of the silicon-
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contact interface is ver; difficult. Also the printed cells have sometimes exhibited non-
ohmic contacts, contact peeling problems, as well as degradation of the cells after the
severe heat treatments required for contact curing. All present print-on contact inks
contain a large percentage of silver making a low cost contact system difficult to obtain.
I
Waste of the contact metals though much lower than with evaporation, is still a problem,
due to lack of control of the contact thickness, and wastage of the ink left on the silk
screen. A second contact technique is electroless or electrolytic plating. Using a plating
technique, metals are only deposited on the cell where required. The first layer of metal
(the metal-silicon) interface) can be controlled to get good adhesion and good cell
performance. Using standard semiconductor metals such as silver or nickel, plating has
proven to be a reliable contact system.
This contract has involved a study of the use of copper as the chief current
carrying conductor for solar cells, replacing silver. Since copper is easily plated and is
relatively cheap, it is a prime candidate for achieving a low cost contact system.
During the last eighteen (18) months several copper based contact systems have
been studied. Work originally centered on finding a plating sequence that would yield
contacts that had good adhesion and delivered good cell performance. Howeverp it was
quickly shown that diffusion of copper into the silicon cells would present a severe long
term performance problem. This problem was addressed by a redirecting of the program
to find a barrier metal to reduce copper diffusion.
This program was originally started with the thought of showing why copper
would work as a solar cell contact metal. With the rising cost of silver and the good
results we have obtained oil this program, we feel that a copper based plated contact
system is the best low cost approach available and should be more deeply explored.
-1 7
RACKCIROUND
Historically, silicon solar cells were made first with plated contacts. The system
used was de[x)sition of nickel by clectroless methods, followed by solder build-up to
provide adequate conductance, and to provide an interconnectable contact area, Later,
space-use cells modified this system (in improving adhesion, and also in providing an
improved ohmic contact) by adding a thin (-500 A) layer of gold, also deposited by
electroless methods.
As the space-cell requirements were made more demanding (minimum pull-
strength increased above 450 gin per 0.02 cryi 2 areas, need to contact highly polished
surfaces, and very shallow junctions, and adaptability to welding), the contact structure
was changed to an evaporated stack of titanium-silver. Later to increase moisture
resistance, a thin layer of palladium was added between the Ti and Ag. This contact
system has proved to be a satisfactory space-use contact for most missions, and has been
adapted to masking methods capable of providing the closely spaced, narrow grid pattern
now being used for space or concentrator-use cells. In some cases of the silver has been
deposited by evaporation, and the required thickness is obtained by electroplating. Many
of the current terrestrial cells use this space contact system, mainly because Of the
already existing technology. Several other contact systems (all-Al, all-Ag, Ce-Ag, Cr-Au-
Ag, Cr-Pd-Ag, Ta-Pd-Ag) have been tested but have not been used for reasonably large
numbers of cells.
In addition, work has proceeded on various forms of metal pastes or inks,
deposited mainly through silk screen masks. In a few cases, the paste has been dispersed
in photoresistive matrices and can be patterned by photoexposure methods. These
methods are still under intensive study.
-3-
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The modified Au-Nl-solder system has also been used again for terrestrial panels.
fVevelopmental work (at Motorola (l)) has also leaf to a Pcl-NI-solder system.
This was the context into which the present program fitted. A method was
needed, which could retain the advantages of a plated system (effective metal usage,
relatively inexpensive equipment) while including other favorable aspects, such as easy
control and repeatability, compatibility with inexpensive masking systems. The contacts
had to have required properties to form an efficient cell, including low contact resistance,
good conductance, good adhesion, good corrosion resistance and good thermal cycling
properties.
We will examine these -, -quirements in more detail.
(a)	 Metal Choice
There are relatively few metals of sufficient conductance (for reasonable
thicknesses); these are silver, copper, aluminum and gold. If greater thicknesses are
tolerable, other elemenu like Mg, Ni, Rh, Mo, W, or Cr, Pd, Nb, Ta have fair
conductance, but are mostly ruled out because of difficulty of application or other
properties. Also, some combinations (such as Sn-Pb-solders) can be used in relatively
large thicknesses.
Of the four major conductors for the cost goals required, gold and silver were
ruled-out because of cost, and aluminum also, because of the difficulty in plating methods
(mostly only non-aqueous solutions: have been successful) and also because of present
reluctance to develop simple interconnect methods.
-4-
This left copper as a candidate metal, and for this reason, this program was
initiated to explore the promise and problems resulting from choice of copper as the
111ajor ►netal c(v.^',tltuent in cell contacts. Certainly the conductance of copper is most
competitive. Copper can be of reasonably low cost, and an extensive technology exists
for plating copper both by electroless and by electroplating methods.
(b)	 Contact Resistance
The contact resistance between silicon and metal (such as copper) is determined
by two factors: the coping level of the silicon si.rrface, and the detailed band properties of
the metal, determining the Fermi level position, and the resultant contact potential. For
silicon, however, the surface states can make the latter metal properties less predictable
in determining the contact resistance, and in practice it is usual to resort to empirical
determination of the actual contact potential resulting from a given silicon surface
condition, and method of deposition of the metal.
It is customary to assume that the silicon slices requiring contacts will probably
	
F -	 have N+ and n+ surfaces, both fairly highly doped, and already formed before contact
e
application. We have used such slices in our program.
If empirical tests show that for given silicon surface conditions, a metal does
have too high a contact resistance, often a satisfactory reduction in this resistance, often
a satisfactory reduction in this resistance can be provided by use of a thin interfacial
layer of another me?,al, de.,posited directly on the silicon before applying the main contact
	
F
	
metal. The Au used in the electroless Ni system served such a purpose.
Relow we will discuss tests of several different metals as underlayers for copper;
	
f _	 included in these thin metal lyaers are Au, C ad, Cr, and Ni.
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(c) Contact Adhesion
No matter how attractive the conducting properties of any metal contact
system, it is essential that the contacts have good adhesion to the silicon. This is
necessary, to ensure ease of handling into an array, and stability in operation.
The contact adhesion is determined by two facto-s, the surface finish, and the
metal bonding mechanism at the surface. in general, rougher surfaces promote better
adhesion for plated systems, thus use of a texVi ed silicon surface (a competitive low cost
method for processing silicon slices) has been assumed, although early tests have used
fairly well polished surfaces. The bonding strength between silicon and metals is
enhanced by use of a very clean silicon surface (and metals) and in some cases by
relatively mild head treatments (sintering) to consolidate the bonded interface. In some
rases, the bonding is improved by jse of a thin interfacial layer of T same type required
to reduce contact resistance, and this approach has been used here in early studies of
plating onto polished surfaces,
(d) ;stability in operation
There are three main possible causes of cell deterioration in practice. These are
the chances of failure under thermal cyclic, a mechanism minimized by choice of metals
matched to the silicon, by providing high contact adhesion, or by restriction to thin metal
layers. There is also the chance of corrosion, and this must be checked experimentally for
the particular- combination of cell contacts and interconnect metals.
Finally, there is the chance of cell degradation because some of the metal
contact components can migrate to regions in the cell where they can reduce cell
efficiency. It is this latter possibility which has often been invoked for copper, because of
its well known high diffusivity (diffusion rate), so that even at relatively low
1^ *
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temperatures, cropper atoms can move fairly long distances In the silicon. On the other
nhand, large quantities of copper have been introduced into bulk silicon without much loss
of cell output. (2) Thus again, empirical experimentation is needed to choose between
these possibilities. In practice a set of carefully performed tests, using gradually
increased temperature-time schedules, can Idewify the probability of such degradation by
monitoring the cell efficiency resulting from th - series of heat treatments,
There is an additional factor which can alter this possible mode of degradation.
. This factor involves the use of another thin interfacial layer of another metal, and above
we have seen that such a layer may be needed to reduce contact resistance and to
improve contact adhesion. The use of such a "barrier" metal could retard or prevent the
motion of copper into silicon.
,
With this background, the approach to be used in the program can be better
understood.
PROGRArl DETAILS
Cell Mate rial
Slices of (100) oriented silicon were used. The P-type silicon had resistivities in
the 7-14 ohri,i-cm range, Diffused layers were made using POC1 3 source at 8500  yielding
sheet resistance 25 ohms/a. All cells utilized an aluminum alloy- d back sari-ce field.
f	 Early tests were conducted on 2x2 cm cell sizes while the later tests vere the cells of 2y4"
and 3" in diameter.
Plating Variables
The proposed program suggested using commercially obtair -d electroless copper
plating solutions (preceeded by sensitizing processes) * to form a Ciin cclnducting layer
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h lum thick. The variables that were studied were:
(i) Solutions differing in chernical composition, pl-I and temperature.
(ii) hifferent sensitizing treatments.
(iii) Surface preparation of the silicon.
Also the effect of these variables on plating rate, contact resistance, and
adhesion were studies.
In addition, an understanding was sought of the basic mechanisms controlling the
plating; processes. Reference was made to the large body of published research, to
confirm V our results were consistent with the current level of theoretical understanding.
Simultaneous N+ and Pt , Plating,
Ffforts were directed toward plating, the front and the back of the cell
simultaneously. This proved to be very practical when using the electroless plating " 'is
and no major problems were found.
Contact Build-Up
Earlier tuts with electroless plating showed that the process tended to be self-
limiting in that when the silicon surface had a reasonable thickness of metal Htun)
deposited, the tendency for further build-up was reduced. For solar cells contact
thickness around 4.-6}am are generally used.
To obtain thicker layers, two methods were evaluated:
(a) Application of molten solder, followed by a reflow and pressing
operation.
(b) Use of electrolytic plating to build-up contact thickness.
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Neat Treatments
The effect of various heat treatments on the contact properties were tested.
The goal was achieving the optimum combination oz overall cell properties, achieved if
possible by a single !-peat treatment.
This was the basic direction of the program in Phase 1. (October 15, 1978 to May
31, 1979).
t.
Phase 11 (June 1, 1979 to January 15, 1980) involved a change of direction of the
original program due to new problems occurring at the end of Phase I. The problem
involved the shunting of the cells due to low temperature copper diffusion. A contact
system was developed in Phase I which used a P&rx-Cu plating sequence. Cells of good
electrical properties were made but when sintered at 3000 in nitrogen for 5 minutes, they
would degrade severely. Phase II was directed toward solving this problem.
Paper Analysis
A literature search was conducted to evaluate copper diffusion through different
metallic barriers in an effort to find a placable metal that would stop the copper
migration. Also efforts were made to relate these results to a twenty year lifetime.
Test Matrix
Utilizing the results from the paper analysis a contact study was set-up to
evaluate different metallization systems under controlled conditions. For this reason only
evaporated metals were used. Four square centimeter cells were used with the different
metal layers of varying thicknesses over a range of sintering temperature and times.
Changes in the cells Voc' !sc' CFF and dard forward IV characteristics were observed.
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Plating Mask
A search was also conducted for a low cost plating mask to replace the
photoresist mask on the original process. It was hoped the mask could also offer increased
control with the copper deposition and possibly also provide an inexpensive anti-reflection
coating for the cell.
Corrosion Protection
Since copper is relatively reactive, work was done to protect the cell's contact
surface. The plan was to coat the copper surface using an electroless bath.
Process Modif ication
Phase III (January 15, 1950 to April 30, 1980) was directed toward a final effort
to simplify the plating process further. This was to be accomplished by elimination of one
of the electroless plating baths.
Plated Cell Sintering Test
After the plating sequence was finalized 150 cells were made for delivery to
JPL,. Extra cells from this +;Troup were used in a contact sintering test in an effort to
establish the reliability of the contact system.
}
?
y Fg}{f
1I
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I'	 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
nuring the durating of the contract a number of important observations were
made mainly in dealing with copper as a solar cell contact material.
The contract was originally started with the thought of doing an exhaustive study
to show explicitly why copper will not work as a solar cell contact material. Copper is
well known to cause serious degradation problems with silicon devices throughout the
semiconductor industry, so the possibility of success appeared to be remote.
Controlling Copper h1i rati( n
Though the first experiments dealt with plating copper directly on the silicon, by
the end of the first phase of work a contact system had been developed that yielded high
^	 6
duality solar cells. The contact system used a thin layer of palladium (^'S0 A), 2000 A of
r 
electrolessly plated chromium, and then a thick (-5 m) layer of plated copper. These
cells toough, were shown to degrade severely under heat treatments as low as 300 0C for
five minutes in nitrogen. Figure 1 shows all avenues of copper migration thought to be
possible in causing the degradation problems. Mode one was identified as the diffusion of
copper through the metallic barrier layer. This mode can be controlled by changing the
barrier metal type, its thickness, and its relative density. (Plated layers will certainly be
less dense than evaporated layers). Mode two was identified as edge leakage around the
metallic barrier layer. (Here between the chromium layer and the plating mask). Mode
three is identified as the possible diffusion of copper through the plating mask material.
Since t a substrate mask s as n►nc on he standard su s r t for plating, the plating as can also serve an anti-
reflections coating, the thickness of this mask is limited to 750-1,200 angstroms
depending on the mask material (Sin, S 3 N 4 , etc.). With such a thin layer, pinholes
allowing direct diffusion of copper would cause serious cell degradation.
_Z1_
S102
FIGURE 1
m -of- copper migrotim.
NOTE:	 MODE 1: Mi gration through chromium laver
2: Mi g ration at plating edge
3: Mi g ration through p lating mask.
Laver A: Electrol ytic copper
B: Electroless copper
C: Electroless chromium
D: Immersion Palladium
_12_
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Work was directed toward preventing or eliminating these modes as possible
copper degradation sources. This work is discussed the experimental section.
Silicon/Metal Interface Control
Even our early work showed that a major advantage which plating has over
screen printed contacts, is the fine con; rol of the silicon/metal inter-face. Without
	
'	 control of this interface cells will possibly show;
	
(A)	 Poor, adhesion of the contacts.
	
N	 High contact resistance.
	
(r)	 Poor process control in later plating steps.
This interface in our process is controlled by a thin palladium layer plated from
an immersion type bath. (Adhesion was also enhanced if the palladium created a rough
palladium surface.)
High [dating Rates
t High plating rates are important for obtaining a high throughput process.
However, high initial plating rates can cause adhesion problems. With electrolytic
plating, very high rates cause the grain size of the deposited copper to greatly increase,
I
	
{
	
	
causing poor	 adhesion. A slow plating rate in the first few minutes of plating yielded a
very fine grain structure and good adhesion of the plated contact layer.
	
1	 Edge Plating1
When electroless baths are used, the exposed edges of the cells are plated also.
(Usually the front masking material cannot adequately mask the edges also.) Therefore,
there must be an edge clean-up step (etching or grinding) in the process to remove this
excess metal,
` .	 -13-
MEXPERIMENTAL PE,SULTS
Phase l
Copper Only System
	
--
The first plating experiments were conducted to test plating copper directly onto
the silicon surface. This set of experiments only succeeded after using a palladium-tirt
sensitizer (Appendix R, Solution A) before plating on the cell, but the copper was nOt
adherent enough for further test.
Cold-Copper System
The second plating system developed was a gold-copper system (see Appendix A).
Cold was thought to be a good material to make the copper stick on the silicon and gold
plating solutions were readily available. Later when a quick cost analysis showed a 500
angstroms layer, only on the back of the cell would cost about MB/watt in material cost
alone, thid direction of research was abandoned. A few adherent cells were made,
however, leading us to believe a search for good sticking metal was the correct direction
in the research.
Chromium-Copper System
A careful scan of the metals availabe for electroless plating in conjunction with
their thermal expansion characteristics, suggested chromium would be the best materia!
for this job. Since chromium is an alternative to titanium in evaporated contacts, the
choice seemed an obvious one. The first electroless chromium bath (Bath A,Appendix C)
was found to be hard to control and gave very non-uniform chromium layers. A second
bath (Lath B, Appendix C) was found, which gave ,;such better results when properly
sensitized by the tin-palladium solution (Appendix B). This layer, however, had very poor
adhesion before heat treating which led us to believe a better sensitizer was needed. The
immersion palladium bath (Appendix E) developed by Motorola, gave a very promising
-14-
result when used with Bath B. Since the palladium layer left was very adherent and the
new sensitizing bath was also void of tin, an element known to have low eutectic
temperature with silicon, the research appeared to be headed in the right direction. With
minor modifications, of the palladium bath, uniform and reliable chromium plating was
now routine. After the chromium layer was plated, the cells were sintered and then
plated in the electroless copper solution (Appendix R, Solution C). This commercial
.	 electroless copper bath was only used to make the electrolytic copper layer more
adherent. The 500 angstroms layer generated from this copper bath made a very uniform
k and consistent layer for the electrolytic bath to plate. The thin electroless plated copper
layer was then electrolytically copper plated to a thickness between 4-6 microns. Figure
2 shows a typical I-V plot of a cell made with the palladium-chromium-copper sequence
(full sequence is shown in Appendix F). This cell had a CVD SiO2 layer which led to about
.	 25-30% increase in current from its antireflection effects. (This layer was used only as a
plating mask, not as an optimum antireflection coating.)
1*
Palladium-Copper System
Since the electroless palladium baths had been developed by Motorola, it was
thought a palladium-palladium-copper cell should also be studied (see Appendix G). the
t - cells were quickly made and Figure 3 shows a typical I-V plot of one of these cells. The
only concern of using thick palladium for a contact metal is that palladium is relatively
expensive. Other groups (such as Westinghouse) have also done work looking at the copper
amigration problem and have found palladium does not act as a very good barrier.
f
Another important test of contact quality is the contact pull test. In this test
smal,' wYes were soldered to different areas of the cells (front and back). The cells were
-^	 put in a special chuck where the wire could be freely pulled perpendicular to the silicon
surface while the pull strength was being measured. Since the pull strength is directly
-15-
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FABLE I
CONTACT ADHESION
wl.a.— —0s70n+`°^rMael+lU 1 .-110--iw» s—*w ft.*,W — a _ _
IlrNgTn^
CONTACT TYPE MODE AREA
J 1
Ti-Pd-Ag Evaporated .02 cm 200 gm* 236 gmt
Cr-Cu Evaporated .02 cm 117 gm* 250 gm'.
Pd-Cr-Cu Plated .02 cm 03 gm* 220 gm+
Pd-Pd-Cu Plated .02 cm's 170 gm* 200 gin,
*Pulled Some Silicon
.4
'Cell	 Broke
Cell Substrate: 7-14 ohm-cm P-Type - Chemically Polished Front -
Al Alloyed Back
Cell data taken from five cell groups.
F
1 0-
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related to the area (assumed linear until the contact or the silicon breaks), the size of the
soldered area was then measured after pulling and the pull adjusted to a constant .02 cm2
area. Table I shows the results of the pull strongth test on four different contact types.
All tests pulled some silicon with the contact or broke the silicon samples during the pull.
It is believed that if a textured front surface is used, better adhesion will be obtained.
Scaling t ip the final Process
With the palladium-chromium-copper system working on a small scale (plating on
2x2 cm 2 cells), the next requirement of the contact was to scale up; to a size closer to a
production type effort. We decided to use 2V diameter cells. These cells would not
require bath sizes as large as with 3" diameter cells, but the baths would still have to be
increased in size by a factor of six. Even though the silicon quality was not the highest
with the scaled-up baths, no fundamental problems occUrred. The cells were processed in
lots of ten (10), since our heat treating furnace could only accommodate five (5) cells at a
time.
The immersion palladium bath worked just as before, even with the large number
of cells processed. Over seventy-five (75) 2X4 11 cells were sensitized in this one bath. The
depletion rate of this bath appeared to be low.
The electroless chromium bath (when used successively) depleted very quickly.
After only the first twenty (20) cells, the plating rate decreased several orders of
magnitude. It was found, however, if 3.5 grams of sodium hypophosphite was added after
every ten (10) cells the bath plating rate would remain relatively consistent. tip to forty
(40) cells have been plated in one bath. But another problem appeared as this bath
became older. The masked areas of the cell became plated with nark deposits of loose
material. This appeared to be a problem stemming from the depletion of other chemicals
in the bath. Chromium baths typically care be used up to a week with proper replenishing
of the used chemicals(2).
The electroless copper bath worked repeatedly and did not seem to deplete
during this test. One problem with the electrolytic copper bath involved the size of the
power supply. With the present supply only a few cells could be plated at one time, but
the size of this supply can be inrre:Ysed to plate a lame number of cells at one time.
Figure 4 shows a typical I-V plo ,4 from one of these large cells. 'rhe front electrode
thickness was increased to 10 in can this cell to lower the high series resistance. The
photomask that was used was the only one readily available for the cell size. It was
designed for a silver thickness of 10 microns for a good cell fill factor (CFF) (Plated
copper, 15 microns thick, would yield a CFF of 77% with this mask). A new mask was
designed that required only 5 microns of copper for cells generating a 74-766 curve fill
factor. Table 2 shows a group of five cells taken in random from the forty (40) cells
delivered to ;III... Only one cell, No. 4, was shunted. This is believed to be from ar,
aluminum alloy problem, not from cell contact problems.
Fvaporation Experiments
After the new plated contact system was well developed, the question of long
term reliability of cells with copper contacts was still unresolved. Simple heating (400-
5000C) of the plated cells reduced V oc and CFF but sometimes the thick copper layer
would peel (probably due to the sudden changes of temperature with the differences in
linear expansion of the metals). It was decided in order to closely control the metal
layers, that is to eliminate any plating variables such as thicUess or bath impurities, a
heat treatment test of evaporated chromium-copper system would be conducted. The
f irst test (Test No. 1) was done on cells made previously a i a comparison in eff iciency of
the plated cells, These cells were given a limited heat treat cycle with temperatures
1 a
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ranging from 400-5000C. Table 4 shows the cell data after the heat treatments. Some of
the cells appear to remain about the same, where the others degraded severely. Since this
test included only cells with plated copper, a more controlled test was needed. Table 5
shows the different contact cell groups and test parameters of Test No. 2. Notice there
were two groups of each type contact system, chromium-copper and titanium-palladium-
silver. One group used evaporated metals together with plated metals (copper or silver)
while the other used evaporated metals only. The cell groups were marked C - for
evaporated chromium-copper, CP - for evaporated chromium-copper-plated copper, T
for evaporated titanium-palladium-silver (2000 angstroms silver), and TP - for evaporated
titanium-palladium-silver-plated silver. These four groups of cells were used to separate
the effects of plating, namely the mode (3) (migration through the plating mask) shown in
figure 1. Table 6 shows a summary of typical cells from each group after the 400 and
5000C heat treatment. The results show cells which indicate very little degradation with
the 4000C heat treatment. But with the 5000C heat treat, degradation was apparent from
all the cells with copper contacts. Cells that had plated copper, degraded much worse
than the evaporated-only chromium-copper cells,indicating it was bad for the copper to
directly touch the silicon surface. Since even the evaporated chromium-copper showed
some degradation, it was apparent that mode (1) (migration through the chromium layer)
was operating with this contact test. Figure 5 is a forward bias dark I-V plot of typical
cells taken from Test No. 2 heated at 40000.
There appears to be little difference between the groups. Figure 6 shows the
results from cells of the 5000C heat treating, indicating again that the copper cells
degraded. Notice on Table 6, the red and blue current responses (I SC and ISC ) were
R	 H
unchanged even after the severe 5000C heat treat, indicating no reduction of minority
carrier diffusion length. From the dark IV data, and the constant generated current
levels, conclusions of the effects of copper migration can be made. It appears that the
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TABLE 5
EVAPORATED CONTACT TEST NO. 2
GROUP NO.	 CONTACT TYPE
0	 0
1	 Cr-Cu (1000A Cr - 5000A Cu)
2	 Cr-Cu-Plated Cu (4-6 microns)
0
3	 Ti-Pd-Ag (only 2000A Ag)
4	 Ti-Pd-Ag-Plated Ag (4-6 microns)
Sets from each group were heated at 4000C,
450 0 C, and 5000 C for 5 minutes in Nitrogen.
Groups 1 and 3 plated-up after heat treat-
ments for proper comparison.-
NOTE: EACH SMALLER GROUP CONTAINED A SET OF 5 CELLS.
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Heat Treat Results - Dark I-V Plot
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TABLE 8
NO.r GNO. (400- 5000 0 DATA AT .3 VOLTS
1 29.2 mV 9.1 mA2
2 259,3 mV 199.3 mA
3 1 7.4 mV .4 mA2 34	 mV 29.5 mA
NOTE:
0	 0
Group 1, Test No. 2: Cells have 100CA Cr-5000A Cu
0	 0
Group 2, Test No. 2: Cells have 1000A Cr-5000A Cu-4 Plated Cu
0	 0
Group 1, Test No. 3: Cells have 2000A Cr-5000A Cu
0	 0
Group 2, Test No. 3: Cells have 2000A Cr-5000A Cu-4 Plated Cu
NOTE: Each cell group had five cells.
-33-
copper is migrating and creating acceptor sta es in the depletion region of the cell. This
would have the effect of lowering the V oc as well as the reducing the curve fill factor.
However, as noted, the lifetime of the silicon in the bulk and near the junction-region was
unchanged as Indicated by the red and blue response, respectively. Therefore, this series
of tests indicate ihat copper when diffusing into a solar cell will quickly cause junction
problems (states in the depletion region) and not carrier lifetime problems in the bulk
region.
Test No. 3 was designed to look at the effects o', the same tests in Test No. 2 but
with an increase in thickness of the chromium layer to 2000 angstroms. only groups 1, 2,
and 4 were used from Test No. 2. Groups 3 and 4 in Test No. 2 were basically control
groups. When little difference was seen between them, it was thought only group 4 would
be needed as a control to Test No. 3. Table 7 shows a summary of the data for the 2000
angstroms chromium test. A full accounting, of the data is in Appendix 1. Figure 7 shows
the forward bias dark I-V data for cells from Test No. 3 heated at 400 00. Notice as
before there is very little change in the curves, especially at .3 volts re g ion controlled by
space charge effects. Figure 8 shows the same plots for cells heated at the 500 00 level.
The Group 1 cell showed a very small change in the current at the .3 voltage level as
compared to the same plot in Task No. 2, Figure 6. The Group 2 cell again showed a large
change at the .3 voltage level, but still smaller than the comparable plot from Test No. 2,
Figure 6. Again the data seems to indicate that plated copper is touching the silicon
surface caused by the poor plating mask. Table 8 shows a comparison of changes in Voc
over the temperature range and dark current at .3 volts for the different groups with the
same thicknesses. This clearly shows a decrease in the changes caused by the 5000C heat
treat by the increased thickness of the chromium.
From these results, it became apparent for a copper based system to work over a
long period of time, a suitable metallic barrier would have to be found to stop the copper
f	 '
-34-
1from migrating to the silicon surface.
Phase 14
The work in Phase If was set-up to address this problem of finding a suitable
barrier layer.
A literature search was conducted to locate papers dealing with copper diffusion
and/or interactions with different metallic barriers. It was perferred that the search be
(	 restricted to papers dealing strictly with diffusion studies using thin films, but during the(
search it was found that only a limited amount of data on thin films are available.
{ Most sources use bulk samples in polycrystalline or crystalline form. The papers
used a variety of techniques of measuring copper diffusion ranging from radioactive
tracer experiments to use of an electron microprobe.
Data was found on the following different metal systems: Cu+Ag, Cu+Au, Cu4
Cu-)Co, Cu-Cr, Cr-*Cu, Cu+Fe, Cu+li, Cu*Ni, CtFMd, Pd->Cu, Cu+Pt, Cu*Sb, Su+Ti, Cu+U and
Cu-*Zr. Also two papers were found on the Cr-(u contact system, mainly dealing with
contact stability. (See Appen( j+.x K.)
As stated in the introduction, an evaporated contact study was conducted to test
the conclusions from the paper study. It is realized that plated metal layers are usually •
less dense than evaporated layers and that the results from the evaporation study may not
apply to the plated layers.
z•
t
Figure 9 shows a summary of the diffusion data found from the different sources
(3). The lines on the far left of the plot are the metals that act as the best copper
-35-
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barriers. The best metal appears to be platinum, with nickel a close second. Nickel was
then chosen as the best candidate for a cheap platable copper barrier.
Heat Treatment Stuff
A beat treatment study using evayo rated metals designed to test the results of
the paper study was initiated and completed. The study monitored the V oc, CFF and Isc
of active solar cells for degradation effects caused by the heating. Early experiments had
shown that when copper diffuses into an active solar cell, there is an immediate decrease
in the cell Voc without any change in the I sc (with the expected decrease also of the curve
fill factor). The purpose of this study was to check experimentally if nickel is a good
barrier to copper. The test matrix details are as follows:
t
{	 (i)	 All heat treatments were done in nitrogen only.
t
	
(ii)	 Properties of the solar cells were evaluated before and after the heat
treatments.
(	 (iii)	 Heat treatment details:
TIMES	 TEMPERATURES (oC)
(MINUTES)
	
5	 400 450 500 550	 600
	
15	 400 450 500 550	 600
(iv) Cell tests included control cells using Ti-Pd-Ag contacts.
(v) Cell groups contained 5 cells.
Results from several contact systems were previously reported (3).
i
Figure 10* shows the change of the Voc (of 2000- - thick Ag contacts) with
heating, as compared to the Ti-Pd-Ag control cells. This system appears stable to about
-37-
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5000C. Figure 11 shows the change of Voc for 2000A Cr - thick silver contacts, as
compared to the Ti -Pd-Ag control cells. This system appeared stable to about 5500C.
Also a test was done using 1000A Pd and 3 microns of copper (Figure 12). The cells were
severely degraded even for the 4000C heat treatment. From the paper study the diffusion
data predicted that at 560oC, a 1000A Pd layer would only protect the silicon from the
copper for 51 seconds using a single mode diffusion calculation. Thus these results seem
reasonable. Further experiments were not monitored and relatively no change was seen
over the entire temperature range. This would indicate that if copper diffused into the
silicon it did not cause any bulk lifetime reduction.
*NOTE: The points plotted oil 	 10 (and following Figure 11 through 24) represent
the average measured for 5-cell groups.
For the next set of tests, more data was added to better understand the changes
the devices were exhibiting during the heat treatments. The tests were expanded to
measure Voc and Isc , the curve fill factor (CFr), and the dark forward I-V characteristics
before and after the heat treatments. First chromium-copper contacts were studied using
O	 O
three different thicknesses of chromium, 1000X, 2000X, and 3000X
O
. Figure 13, 14, and 15
e
show results of five minute heat treatments. The cells with 2000 or 3000A chromium
appeared to be stable to temperatures as high as 550 0C. Notice the change in CFF and in
dark current at .3 volt data (Figures 14 and 15) data support the Voc data (Figure 13).
Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the results of the 15 minute heating for the chromium copper
O	
0
a
system. Again the 2000A and 3000A layers of chromium held up better than the 1000A
chromium layer cells. Perhaps the 1000A layer cells had more pinholes or surface cracks.
The 2000A and 3000A chromium layer cells performed well until 500 0C. At higher
temperatures all three plots indicated severe degradation of the cells.
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The next contacts stem that was studied was chromium-nickel-co " ,t, ­r: They
	rz
chromium was evaporated only in a 2000A layer whereas the nickel was evaporated In
1000A and 20001 thicknesses. For the five minute heat treatments the contact system
performed well to 5500C and only showed a small amount of degradation at 6000C. These
results are shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21. Figures 22-24 show the graphical results of
the 15 minute study. The cells performed better than the Ti -Pd-Ag controls at 6000C. It
appears that even when the Cr-Ni-Cu Cells start to degrade (500°C) the degradation rate
is slower than with the Cr-Cu cells. These results confirm that nickel is a good barrier to
copper dif fusion.
Experiments were also made to study the Pd-Ni-Cu system. This work would
explicitly show the barrier qualities of nickel, since palladium is such a poor barrier.
Palladium (if it is not sintered) does not stick to the silicon surface very well and when
the highly stressed nickel layer was deposited the contacts lifted off. Therefore, no
reasonable results were obtained for Pd-Ni-Cu contacts.
Plating Mask
In the present process, who plating masks are used for different steps in the
process. The first mask (mask A) establishes the contact pattern (by etching) in the
second mask (mask B) and protects this mask from the immersion palladium bath. The
second mask (SiO 2) shields the large non-contacted areas of the cell from the other
plating baths (since the mask A is removed after the immersion palladum plating). Also
this mask restricts the copper plating to the previously metallized areas and minimizes
copper contamination of the silicon surface.
In phase I, mask A was a photoresist mask. This was known to be expensive and
work was done in Phase 11 to find a less costly mask. The newly developed mask A was a
screen printable plastic plating resist which was solvent removable. Figures 25 and 26
P
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shows the contact pattern developed for the 2KI I diameter cell with a typical 1-V Plot, and
Figure 26 and 27 shows the pattern used for the 3" diameter cells with a typical 1-V plot
also. Both patterns yielded line resolutions of about five mils and contact coverages of 10
to 12%.
1.
Mask B throughout the program was a CVn deposited Si0 2 layer. This layer once
patterned (using Mask A) perofrmed very well in all other baths except the immersion
palladium bath. Table 9 shows the results using a number of different plating masks. Can
this table the masks are evaluated in all the different baths.
i
At the end of Phase 11 we were lef tr with the conclusion '-hat nickel was the best
barrier material and it should be incorporated into the process. This would be included in
old system: (a) immersion palladium bath (b) chromium bath (c) nickel bath (d) electroless
copper bath (e) electrolytic copper and (f) corrosion barrier layer. This process seemingly
was getting more complex and certainly more expensive. Therefore, work was done on
simplify the process, but including the nickel barrier layer.
Phase III
Work was done on (a) effort to replace the immersion palladium bath with an
adherent nickel bath (b) replace the chromium layer with a single nickel layer and (c)
elimination of the electroless copper layer and using just the electrolytic copper layer.
a.
V
'	 w
C`
Palladium Bath Replacement
It was hoped that an "immersion nickel bath" might be found that would yield the
same results obtained by the immersion Pd bath, that is, a low contact resistance, highly
adherent layer. Since palladium also is the only "noble" metal used in the process, its
replacement might yield a process requiring only one sintering.
FIGURE 25
2 1/4" Diameter Contact Pattern
Contact Coverage:	 12%
Grid Line Thickness: <5 mil
I
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CONTACT COVERAGE 10%
GRID LINE WIDTH 5mils
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TAB E 9
PLATING MASK RESULTS
PLATING MASK RESULTS
BATH
TYPE
FAILURE REASON
3 A
POSITIVE PNOTORESIST 2 B Became brittle with heat
0 C Desolved
Etched0 A
CVD - S102 3 B
3 C
0 A Etched and plated
palladium
SiO - EVAPORATED 3 B
3 C
0 A Plated palladium every-
where
Ta20, - EVAPORATED 3 b
3 C
2 A Slightly etched
Si 3N4 - LOW TEMP.CVD 3 B
3 C
3 A
PRINT-ON MASK 2 B Became brittle with heat
3 C
NOTES: 0-poor, 1-fair, 2-good, and 3-excellent.
Masks are rated only in their ability to hold up to
the plating solutions.
Baths: A - Immersion Palladium
B - Chromium Bath/Nickel Bath
C - Electroless Copper
Ir
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The first bath tested was a "basic" bath activated by a boron compound instead
of a phosporus compound. The resultant plated nickel should contain no phosphorus and
only 2% boron. The solution v+ as mixed as follows:
1) Nickel Sulfate - 20 gm /I
2) Potassium Sodium Tartrk I r - 40 gm/l
3) Sodium Borohyride - 23 gm/l
4) Ph (adjust with NAOH) - 12.5
5) Temperature 40-450C
The solution was found to be very unstable and if the Ph fell below the 12.5, the
bath would quickly °+ocompose. The plated layers of nickel even using different heat
treatments were not very adherent, results which made; the bath less attractive.
The second nickel bath tested was an acide bath Ph 5-5.2. The formulation of
the bath is as follows:
1) Nickel Sulfate - 80 gm/l
2) Sodium ,acetate - 12 gm/1
3) boric Acid - 8 gm/l
4) Ammonium Chloride - 6 gm/1
5) Sodium Hypohposhite - 24 gm/1
6) Temperature - 930C
This bath, though very stable, would not plate nickel unless the surface of the
cell was sensitized with palladium, therefore, rendering the bath useless as a palladium
bath replacement. There were ether baths hat could be tried, but they were beyond the
scope of the present contract. The summary remarks on nickel plating are that nickel
could not 6e plated satisfactorily onto silicon surfaces. Hopefully, work can be continued
in the search for a bath replacement.
F
l _"
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Chromium Bath Replacement
With the addition of the necessary nickel layer to prevent , ,opper migration, the
contact process was getting too lengthly and complex for a low cost process. It was
thought that the chromium layer from the old process could be wholely replaced by the
nickel layer instead of adding the additional nickel layer to the old process. This certainly
will be a more cost effective route in achieving a low cost contact system.
Removal of The rlectroless Cup per Ste
It was found if the electrolytic copper was plated to the nickel layer at a very
slow initial rate, good adhesion was obtained. This eliminates the need for the electroless
copper layer, which is another cost savings.
Fii.al Plating System
The final plating process first used the immersion palladium bath (50A) for 5
minutes followed by a sintering at 40000 for 10 minutes in nitrogen. The loose palladium
material is removed by a 2 second aqua regia dip followed by a 5 minute nl water rinse.
Q
Next a 6 minute olectroless nickel plating (2000A) is done followed by an electrolytic
copper plating; (5 microns). last, the cells are sintered for 5 minutes at 300 0C in
nitrogen. This step not only improves adhesion, but also "weeds out" any defective cells
with copper diffusion problems (pinholes in the nickel layer. The problem with this
process has only appeared in 1-2% of the cells.
Sintering Study of the Final Plating Sequence
For proper evaluation of the plated contact system, a test heating matrix was
set-up to evaluate the finished plated cells for resistance to capper migration. The
earlier system, that used Pd-Cr-Cu contacts showed copper degradation with sinterings as
low as 3000C for 5 minutes in nitrogen. Table 10 shows the results of the sintering test
i. *	 -62-
using 411 diameter cells and the PO-Ni-Cu contacts stem. Each data point, an averageg	 Y	 po	 B
of three cells, relates the change of open circuit voltage Voc, the short circuit current
t	
Isc, and the curve fill factor CFF. The plus or minus signs relate a positive or negative
1 increase or decrease. Notice in Table 10 that with the 400 00 15 minute sintering, the
cells show severe shunting, characteristic of copper diffusion. Therefore, our new contact
system will tolerate 100 00 more in temperature before copper migration shunts the cell
(4000C for 5 minutes). More work in the future should be done on relating these time
temperature tests to actual in the field studies. (Panels will be constructed with these
cells and taken through laboratory environmental studies as well as field exposure studies
for a full evaluation.)
Contact Pull Tests of the Final Plating Sequence
Table 11 shows the results of pull tests done on a sampling of cells made for
delivery to JPL. Notice in all cases the pull test resulted in silicon being pulled when the
contact'separated. Performance of these cells appear satisfactory for a low cost solar
cell approach, but full evaluation tests in actual panels will establish the process
(	 reliability.
Conclusion and Recommendations
A reliable copper contact system has been developed that will yield high quality
low cost contacts to silicon solar ells. The final process plating sequence developed
under this contract is a palladium - nickel - copper plating system. The system is
described in general terms in Appendix L Detailed process specifications for the final Pd-
Ni-Cu system has been documented and sent to JPL under separate cover. Process
specifications can be obtained from the LSA-PP do E area of JPL as part of their
Technology Transfer Program. The costing of the process is determined by the SAMICS
Format A's of Appendix W. Further studies are required to establish the reliability of the
-63-
TABLE 10
SINTERING STUDY RESULTS*
PLATED Pd-Ni-Cu CONTACTS
TIME TEOST
TEMPERATURES
300°C 350°C 400°C
Voc 0 +4m V +2m V
5 111i n . Isc 0 +.3ma 0
CFF 0 +.Ol +.02
Voc 0 +3mv -447mv
15 min. Isc +,2ma +.5ma -2.1ma
CFF -.O1 -.01 -.40
*Table shows the average change of each group.
Groups consisted of three cell sets.
I 4W
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TABLE I 
PULL TESTS
CONTACT ADHESION
CONTACT TYPE MODE AREA
PULL STRENGTH
RO-NBACK
grams)	 (grams)
Ti-Pd-Ag EVAPORATED .02cm2 200 * 236 +
Pd-Ni-Cu
Test 1
	
(1 cell) PLATED .02cm2 200 * 200
Test 2 (1 cell) PLATED .02cm2 300 + 300
lest 3	 (1 cell) PLATED .02cm2 Broke Wire 400
*PULLED SOME SILICON
+CELL BROKE
Cell Substrate: 7-14 ohm-cm P-type - Chemically Polished
Front - Al Alloyed Back
i
r
r
is
r.
r
-r
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t
process in a production environment. It also may be possible for further cost reductions
of the process by simplifications of the process, that is, a cheaper masking material, a one
step adherent nickel plating; and a one step sintering process. Larger quantities of cells
need to be analyzed and solar panels made and tested before the question of reliability
can be determined.
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APPENDIX A
GOLD CYANIDE SOLUTION
200 ml Deionized Water
2 gm Gold Cyanide
10 ml	 48% HF
Use at room temperature under a bright light For 2 minutes.
This solution was discussed on Page 11. Use was discontinued
due to high cost.
r
n k,	
I
1
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APPENDIX B
COMMERCIAL PLATING SYSTEM
A) Dynaplate Activator 120
B) Dynaplate Conditioner 101
C) Dynaplate 240 Blectroless Copper
All solutions made by Thiokol/Dynachem Corporation.
Use at room temperature.
This bath is used in the final contact sequence, bUt only
Leath C. The thin layer of copper generated from this bath,
0makes the electrolytic copper adhere better. See Process
-(Spec! f j cations for Baseline Proculure-t3, May 31, 1979,
Contract No. 955244.
p ii
APPENDIX C
RLECTROLESS CHROMIUM BATHS
Bath A
Chromium Fluoride
	 15 am/1
Chromium Chloride
	 1 gm/1
Sodium Citrate	 7.5 gm/1
Sodium Hypophosphite
	 7.5 gm/l
The operating temperature was 85-950C.
Bath B * 2x2 cm Cell 114" Cell
Deioni zed Water 200 MI. 1800 MI.
Chromium Acetate 6 gin 42 gm
Nickel Acetate .4 gm 28 gin
Sodium Citrate 8 gm 56 gin
Sodium Glycolate 8 gm 56 gin
Sodium Acetate 4 cm 28 gm
'-;u(.i um ilypophosphite 5 gin 35 gin
The operating temperature was 85-900C.
* 111 hl' s bath formulation was selected for the final chromium
plating sequence. See Process Specification Procedures for
pIat.Lng formulations and operating conditions, Contract No.
955244, dated May 31, 1979.
Formulations taken from "Electroless Plating Today" by
Dr. Edward B. Saubestre.
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APPENDIX D
ELECTROLYTIC COPPER SOLUTION
Deionized Water
	
1000 ml
If 2 so 4	 30 ml
CUSO4	200 ml
Solution used at room temperature. Cells plate ,%,.3 microns
per minute at 7 mA/cm2
TIAs soultion was used in final contact sequence. See
1 1 rocess Specifications for Baseline Procedures, May 31, 1979,
Contract No. 955244.	 0
I
ft
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APPENDIX E
MOTOROLA"S PLATING SOLUTIONS
Immersion Palladium Bath*
2x2 cm Cell 2 1/4" Cell 3^Ce11
Deionized Water 300 ml 1800 ml 2400 ml
PdCL .05 gm .3 gm
.4 gm
11CL 1 ml 6 m1 8 ml
NH4 F 20 ml 120 ml 160 ml
Mixed in a sonic bath and used at room temperature iB the
dark.
Electroless Palladium Plating Bath +
Deionized Water 830 ml
HCL 4 ml
PdCL 2 2 gm
NH4 CL 27 gm
NA11 2 POd 2H20 6 gm
NH 4 0H 160 ml
*Bath was used in final process. See Process Specification
Procedures for plating formulations and operating conditions,
Contract No. 955244, dated April 31,1980.
*Bath only used for certain experiments. Palladium costs
were too high.
v 
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J. Standard 2x2 am substrates or 2 1 /4" cells.
2. 1"hotoresist And etch .
3. immersion tea" ladium bath (Appendi x >) .
a) Pive (5) seconds 6% IIF.
b) Immersion pallad.' gym bath for 5 minutes in the dark.
t
c) Scrub cell. with Q-tip, deionized water rinse.
d) Remove photoresist with acetone.
e) Beat treat 15 minutes at 400 0C in N2.
4. Electroless chromium bath (Appendix C),
a)
l^ )
C)
d)
5.	 Dip
deii
Five (5) seconds 6% HF.
Deionized water rinse 5 seconds.
Immerse cells foi, 15 minutes, rinse dei.onized water.
Cleat treat 15 minutes at 4000C in Fi t .
in 6% HF 5 seconds and then 5 seconds dip in
Dnized water.
6. Immerse in Dynachem electroless copper solution for
5 minutes at 350C.
7. Plate ip electrolytic copper solution for 20 minutes
at (7 mA/cm 2 ) for plating front and back simultaneously.
Procedure plates 4-6 microns of dense copper.
For more detailed procedure see Process Specification
Procedures, Contract No. 955244, dated May 31, 1979-
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APPENDIX G
PLATED PALLADIUM-PLATED COPPER PROCEDURES
1. Standard 2x2 cm substrates.
2. Photoresist and etch.
3. Immersion palladium bath (Appendix E).
a) Five (5) seconds 6% HP.
b) Immersion palladium bath for 5 minutes.
c) Scrub with Q-tip, deionized water rinse.
4. Electroless palladium bath (Appendix E)
a) Five (5) seconds in 6% HP.
b) Immerse in bath for 2 minutes at 400C.
c) Heat treat 400 O in N2 for 15 minutes.
5. Dip in 6% HF for 5 seconds and rinse in deionized water
for 5 seconds.
6. Electroless copper bath (Appendix B) for 2 minutes.
7. Electrolytic copper bath (Appendix D)
a) Twenty (20) minutes at 7 mA/cm 2 for 4-6 microns layer.
Process abandoned in favor of Pd-Cr-Cu of Appendix F
largely because Pd-Cr-Cu is a more cost effective plating
sequence.
t
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APPENDIX H	 '
ELECTROLESS NICKEL SOLUTION
Solution #139-500011-71 Electroless Nickel Solution obtained from
J.E. Halma Company Inc., 91 Dell Glen Avenue, Lodi, N.J., 07644
Solution is poured full strength into a heated glass vessel the
appropriate size. Ammonium hydroxide is added until the ph is
ti8.2. The solution is maintained at 90°C and kept covered to avoid
excessive evaporation.
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APPENDIX I
PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES FOR CONTACTING SILICON
SOLAR CELLS WITH A PALLADIUM-NICKEL,-COPPER PLATING SYSTEM
PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS
APRIL 31, 1980
JPL CONTRACT NO. 955244
PREPARED BY D.P. TANNER
OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC.
PHOTOELECTRONICS DIVISION
15251 EAST DON JULIAN ROAD
CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. 91746
I
eINTRODUCTION
A final copper-based contact system has been developed of which this
document will detail the process. The system does simultaneous deposition of base
metals on the front and back of the cells. First an immersion ' ; i ,adium bath
(1) is used, which deposits-40 angstroms of palladium on the dt ited are;kS of the
cell. This layer is sintered and the top nonadherent surface material is removed
chemically. Next an electroless nickel bath is used which deposits ,2000
angstroms of nickel. Nickel has been shown to be a good conductor and excellent
barrier to copper diffusion. The last layer is an electrolytic copper layer plated to
a thickness of 4 to 6 microns. Then the nickel and copper layer is sintered for good
adhesion and to establish the reliability of the copper barrier.
The process (chemicdl baths and fixturing) is now setup for 3" diameter
cells. This report will sequence the process, list the chemical§ used, the mixing
procedures, and relate the timing of each step.
The plating cell material used was 7-14 ohm-cm, p-type silic-)n
approximately 12 mils thick. Cells had a 25 ohm/square phosphorus diffusion on
the chemically polished front and a printed aluminum paste alloy on the back,
giving the backs a rough surface as well as a back surface field.
s
t
The plating system has been developed on a laboratory scale process.
}
Problems involved in scaling up to a production level have not been investigated.
,i
(1) Base immersion palladium bath was developed at Motorola, JPL
Contract No. 954689.
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CHEMICALS
o WET
Acetone, Electronic Grade
Ammonium Fluroide 40% NH 4F, Electronic Grade
Ammonium Hydroxide, NH SOH, Electronic Grade
Deionixed Water
Electroless Ni Solution #139-500011-71*
hydrochloric Acid, 37% HCL, Electronic Grade
Hydrofluoric Acid, 48% HF, Electronic Grade
Nitric Acid, HNO3, Electronic Grade
Plating Resist, ER-6055**
Plating Desist Reducer, ER.-48073
Sulfuric Acid, H 2SO 4, E!pGtronic Grade
Trichlorethlene, Electronic Grade
o DRY
Copper Sulfate, Reagent Grade
Palladium Chloride, 99.9% Anhydrous
*Obtained from J.E. Halma Company, Inc., 91 hell Glen Ave., Lodi, NJ
07644.
**Obtained from Colonial Printing Ink Company, 180 E. Union Ave., E.
Rutherford, NJ 07073
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EQUIPMENT LIST
•	 Plastic or Pyrex Trays
•	 Plastic Cassette Wafer Holders
•	 Thermometers
•	 Timers
0	 Hot Plates (with temperature controls)
•	 Plastic Tweezers
•	 ExI-aust Hoods
0	 Protective C1othFng
•	 Plastic Graduated Cylinders
•	 Sintering Furnace (Lindberg Model 55773)
•	 Quartz Boats
•	 Power Supply (0-20 volts, 0-10 amps)
•	 Heat Lamp
•	 Ph Meter
*	 Screen Printer (Forslund Model 35-00)
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EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
A laboratory size screen printer (8 11x 12" screen) was used to print on the
plating resist. This machine required manual operation, but the process proved to
be relatively simple, enabling us to print several cells per minute.
}	 The plating experiments were done in exhaust hoods, even though only one
1
	
	 of the solutions (Ni baths) seemed to give off fumes. Certainly, a production scale
plating set-up, should be in a well vented area.
All plating baths containing hydrofluoric acid should be in plastic
j	 containers, for which we used polyethylene trays. The nickel bath was in pyrex
(	 tray which could be heated. Rinse water was continuously flowing in platic trays.
The cells were held in plastic cassette wafer carriers during the actual
plating steps. For the heat treatments, cei!s were manually loaded onto quartz
boats, a procedure that can be modified in the future to a direct dump transfer
s
process when large furnace tubes are used.
Heat treatments were done in resistively heated quartz tubes in a
nitrogen only atmosphere.
I	 Final! the electrolytic bath used a power supply 20 volts 0-10 amYs	 Y	 P	 PP1Y( 	r	 amps) to
plate-up the copper layer.
0.
SOLUTION PREPARATION
•	 Dilute Hydrofluoric (6% Solution)
Mix 2400 ml of deionized (DI) water with 336 mil of 48% electronic grade
hydrofluoric acid. A covered plastic tray Is used in the sequence.
a Immersion Palladium
DI water (2400 mil) is mixed with .64 gm of palladium chloride in a plastic tray
which is then placed in a sonic bath. Fight (8) ml of hydrochloric acid is then
added, followed by 120 ml of ammonium fluroide. The solution is mixed in the
sonic bath for 30 minutes. The solution should be al',owed to stand for several
	 i
hours before use, and is kept covered when not in use.
• Aqua Regia
This solution is mixed in a ratio of HNO 3
 to I-ICL of 1:1. This solution should
be mixed one hour before use.
•	 Electroless Nickel Solution
This solution is mixed in a pyrex tray to allow heating to its operating
temperature of 500C. Four thousand (4,000) ml of the premixed electroless
nickel solution is mixed with a small amount of ammonium hydroxide until the
ph is 8.2 (monitored by a ph meter). Over 50 3" diameter cells have been
plated from one solution.
• Electrolytic Co,^r
The electrolytic copper solution consists of 6000 ml of DI water, 60 ml of
sulfuric acid, and 1200 gms of copper sulfate. The anode W is a massive 	
s
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copper block in which the cells are the cathodes (-) (see Figure 1). Power
{	 supply requirements are adjusted to accommodate plating of the desired
1	 number of cells.
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4FIGURE 1
Q
ir	 '
p F
2
ELECTROLYTIC COPPER BATH
1, Power Supply
2, Copper Solution
3, Copper Block
4. Cell Holder 'Kith Clip
5. Cell
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PRINT-ON PLATING MASK PROCEDURES
1. Add 5% by volume of the reduc(ar ER-48073 to the ER-6055 plating resist
and mix.
2. Silk Screen the resist on the top surface of the cells using a 1/8" distance
between the screen and the cells.
3. Dry cells under heat lamp (G.E. Infrared Heat Reflector Lamp, 250W) at a
2 ft. distance for 5 minutes.
4. The cells are ready for plating.
i	 Mask Material: ER-6055 Blue H.B. Fine Line Plating Resist
Reducer:	 ER-48073
Company:	 Colonial Printing Ink Company
180 E. Union Avenue
E. Rutherford, N.J. 07073
PRE-BATH PREPARATION
The cells before plating are prepared so the plating will form proper contacts.
The bask. process sequence is as follows:
(A) Cells are diffused and have aluminum alloy BSF.
(B) The fronts are then coated with 5000 angstroms of CVD SiO 2 for a
plating mask.
1	 (C) The fronts are printed with the plating resist and a metallization
pattern is etched into the CVD SiO2.
(D) The plating resist is left on, to mask the cell from the immersion
palladium bath. The SiO2 is the mask for the nickel and copper
ba•chs.
G
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PROCESS SE UENCE
NOTE: All baths, rinses, and sintering times are not critical. They may be varied
* 5% with no effect to the plating process. Unless otherwise specified, solutions,
mixtures, rinses, are at ambrient temperatures.
	
1.0
	 IMMERSION PALLADIUM
1.1	 Load cells (which have been printed with plating resist) Into
cassette holder (25 cells per cassette).
1.2
	
Etch CVD through pattern defined by plating mask. Place in 6%
HF solution for 5 minutes.
1.3 Directly place the cassette into the immersion palladium solution
for 5 minutes. This plating Is done In the dark while continuously
agitating the solution.
1.4	 Rinse for 2 minutes in DI water.
1.5
	
Remove plating mask in trichlorethylene for 2 minutes in a sonic
bath.
1.6	 Rinse cassette in acetone for 30 seconds.
1.7	 Dry under heat lamp (1 minute).
	
2.0	 SINTERING
2.1	 Load quartz boat.
2.2	 Heat treat at 400 + 10C for 10 minutes in a nitrogen atmosphere.
2.3	 Remove boat from hot zone of furnace and allow to cool with
nitrogen gas flow for 3 minutes in the cold zone of the furnace.
2.4	 Transf.=r cells back to cassette holder.
a
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3.0	 A UA REGIA
3.1	 Ouickly dip the cassette In this solution for 2 seconds to remove
non-adherent palladium material.
3.2	 Immediately rinse with DI water for 5 minutes to removo all traces
of the surface etch.
I
f
4.0	 ELECTROLESS NICKEL IIATH
4.1 Place the cassette of cells In the 6% HF solution for 5 seconds,
F
then 5 seconds in the DI water rinse.
4.2 Place the cells immediately in the nickel bath for 6 minutes.,
	
The
bath temperature is maintained at 90 0C + 2.	 Agitate the cassette
every minute to remove bubbles formed from the plating, nitrogen
bubbling is recommended for bath agitation.x
4.3
}
Rinse in DI water 2 minutes.
5.0	 ELECTROLYTIC COPPER
5.1 Place cells in plating fixture.
5.2 Dip fixture in the 6% HP solution 5 seconds.
5.3 Rinse in DI water 5 seconds.
5.4 Place cells in copper bath and attach + to block,- to cell holder as
in sketch of Figure (1).
•	 5.5 Plate all fronts at 300 mA cell for 10 minutes.
5.6 Plate cell backs at 900 mA per cell for 10 minutes.
5.7 Rinse in DI water for 3 minutes and blow dry.
i u	 -87-
	6.0	 SINTERING
• 4
6.1	 load quartz boat.
6.2	 Sinter at 3000C + loC for 5 minutes in a nitrogen atmosphere.
NOTE: The sintering step improves adhesion and in addition kills
cells which have a potential for copper diffusion through pin-hole
leaks in the nickel barrier.
6.3	 Remove boat from hot zone of furnace and allow to cool with
nitrcgen gas flow for 3 minutes in the •., old zone of the furnace.
6.4
	 Transfer cells back to holder.
	
7.0	 EDGE GRIND (OPTIONAL)
7.1	 Grind edges of cell while spinning by holding an abbrasive material
to the edge.
7,2	 Test cells.
-88-	 ^'^
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APPENDIX J
PRINT-ON PLATING MASK PROCCD RCS
t.	
1. Add 5% b volume of the reducer ER-48073 to the ER-6055 platingY	 p	 g
resist and mix.
2. Silk screen the resist on the top surface of the cells using a
1/8" distance between the screen and the cells.
3. Dry cells under heat lamps at a 2 ft. distance for 5 minutes.
4. The cells are ready for plating.
Mast Material:	 ER-6055 Blue H.B. Find Line Plating Mask
Reducer:	 ER-48073
a
Company:	 Colonial Printing Ink Company
180 E. Union Avenue
E. Rutherford, N.J. 07073
APPENDIX K
DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST CONTACTS TO SILICON SOLAR CELLS
SAMICS REPORT NO. 2
FOR PERIOD COVERING
15 OCTOBER 1978 TO APRIL 1980
By
D.P. TANNER AND P.A. ILES
JPL CONTRACT NO. 955244
OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC.
PNOTOELECTRONICS DIVISION
15251 EAST DON JULIAN ROAD
CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. 91746
"The JPL Low-Cost Silicon Solar Array Project is sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy and forms part of the Solar Photovoltaic Conversion Program to initiate a major
effect toward the development of low-cost solar arrays. This work was performed for the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology by agreement between
NASA and DOE.
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A.	 INTRODUCTION
This is the second (and final) Solar Arrays Manufacturing Industry Costing
Standard (SAMICS) report on the plating system developed for ;IPL contract No.
955244. The process electrolessly plates a thin palladium layer (-50M, and a
nickel layer (-200010. Then a electrolytically deposited copper layer (~5
microns) is plated for the main current collection of the cell.
The process sequence is defined on Table I and was used to generate the data on
the format A's of the SAMICS study. This process has been shown to work on a
laboratory scale, but certain assumptions must be made for the production scale
for the proper costing to be made. These assumptions are detailed in the next
section.
R.	 ASSUMPTIONS
The process is detailed on page $4. Several changes have been made to cost the
process as a production process and not a laboratory scale one.
a) A high throughput screen printing machine was assumed (tit :en from JPL
}
	
	 Document P 1012-78/17) instead of the slow mannual printer we used in the
laboratory.
b) All sinterings were done in a standard tube furnace, but a high throughput
belt type furnace will be assumed for the proper coating.
a	c)
	 The laboratory process used a solvent trichlorethlene) removable plating
	 (	 P	 g
y
	
	 mask material where as in the production costing, a caustic removable
prating mask will be assumed.
d)
	
	 The nickel bath used was purchased from :1.P.. Malma Co., which was
bought only in small quantities. The nickel bath :formulation in Motorola
-91-)
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Report #234412 closely matches the one used so these "chemical only"
costs were assumed.
e) On the laboratory scale the cells were electrolytically plated in two steps,
first the front, then the back. It was assumed with the proper fixturing
this could be done In one step (front and back simultaneously).
0	 The contact process was costee using 110% cell contact coverage (10% on 	
i
the front and 100% on the back). A total of only 30% is required for good
solar cell performance (10% on the front and 20% on the back), but this
;r
process requires 2 masking steps which proved to be more expensive than
the extra metal used.
g) Only three (3) inch diameter cells (7.6 cm) will be costed since this was the 	
4
cell size used in the laboratory study.
h) Many other assumptions were taken from the Motorola report #234412 as
well as dollar values for equipment costs and replacement time for
chemicals.
Each format A will include the basic assumptions for each particular step and as
an example process Pd-plate will show the calculation of all values.
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PALLADIUM - NICKEL - COPPER CONTACT SYSTEM
SAMICS Format A Process Summary
INPUT Product: Wafers
OUTPUT Product: Cell
FORMAT A INPUT OUTPUT
STEP PROCESS PRODUCT PRODUCT
I MASKFT WAFERS WAFERA
2 PdPLATE WAFERA WAFERB
3 SINTERA WAFERB WAFERC
4 NIPLATE WAFERC WAFER 
5 CuPLATE WAFERD WAFERE
6 SINTERB WAFERE CELL
-93-
COST ACCOUNT CATALOG
CATALOG
NUMBER ITEM DESCRIPTION UNITS PRIG YEAR
EZO1001) PLATING RESIST GALLONS $20.00/gal. 1980
EZOIOID SCREEN WASH GALLONS $ 8.00/gal. 1980
EZO10-'A NITROGEN GAS Cu.Ft. $.00954/cu.ft. 1977
(Evap. from Liquid)
E-Z0103D NICKEL BATH LITER $.57723* 1975
EZ0104D COPPER BATH MAKE-UP GALLON $3.96 1980
EZ0105D COPPER BATH ADDITIVE GALLON $i%75 1980
*TAKEN FROM MOTOROLA REPORT DOE/JPL J/954689 - 78/2
l ^'	 -94-
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PROCESS
Palladium-Nickel-Copper Plated Contacts
	
*	 IPEG Analysis Baseline Process
	
1.	 a)	 Screen print plating mask (front only).
	
fi	 b)	 flake under heat lamp 3 minutes.
	
2.	 a)	 Immerse in 6% hydroflaric acid - 2 minutes.
b) Glace in immersion palladium bath - 5 minutes.	 1
c) IN H 2O rinse - 2 minutes.
i
J
	3.	 a)	 Remove plating mask - b.2. NaOH solution - 30 seconds.
b) Ill H 2O rinse - 2 minutes.
c) Isoprop ► alcohol dry 4000 - 15 seconds.
	4.	 Sinter at 40000 - 15 seconds.
5.	 a) Aqua Regia dip - 2 seconds.
b) DI H2O Rinse ^- 5 minutes.
c) Immerse in 6% hydrofloric acid - 2 seconds.
d) DI 1-1 0 rinse - 10 seconds.
e)
o
Glectroless nickel bath 90 C - 6 minutes.
f) DI H 2O rinse - 2 minutes.
6.	 a) Electrolytic Copper Rath - 10 minutes.
b) IC I Rinse - 2 minutes.
-05-
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Isoproply alcohol dry. 4000 • 1515 se
7.	 Sinter 30000 in Nz for 5 minutes.
tc, ST
FO
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^^^^^Y^/^^^'-- ^^«^^^^^^^^^^^^U^^U^^^ 	 -------'-----'---''
)^ U	 -^	 (RemmmnV
,MASKFT
.---------	 -- ---
Note ' Nwm*wgivmn n kwwck+x	 process( ) ^^ "m^wmmY pnmow m^oibwm^ =
vetlumwmwd by the SAMNQ computer program.
,'	 -	 '' '^~,-	 ====-==^_`_==
	
=-`. ^==.- `===
^ A2 (^asomovo ^*m^| of Process- pri	 esi	 _ 
PART I - PRODUCTDESCRNPTION
A,3 {P,vdu:t.Mo1mond -
	 A8EM___
44 0escript/veNartie\M ` thic' Wine | So I a r-c&1.1 Pdnt 
| A5 Uoi|OfNhasvm(P/mh/m.Units)
	 \Jafe%s^________
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
~^
^
AS |Cxniwt Rate/ (No t Thxo»ud
	
25	 Units (given omline A-6) Pet Operat ing Minute
..
A y U' i x,,uw.|nprrn'`rv.T|nx)	 ^^ 	 _	 Calendar Minutes (Used only xocompute
in,ptmcess invenhmy>
| A 	 iD'//v.Cvdu]
	 _^gM	 -__________.______. Operating Minutes Per Minute	 ^
' A8o (mum|ux^oiSh`/u p^,.nov| - ' '  	 Shifts	 ^`
\ A[U/ [ p'rsv000|.|otuponahm` Ovoni/b.S*i1o`) 	 (Off orOn)
PANT& - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS <h4adhin*ommx/pt/on>
A0 Com»w`,xt |Hehm/oj
	
S Y
A-9oCnn}«xvo4(8miri|mv».Nmne)
	
_Printer
l977
v C«» ^^ Uuxn^hy. Bought. Table]A11 iPv/uhu ^	
	 '	 '	 ^	
$ 50k(NunAmrOf mid *PmComponent)
Al2 Anticipated (Useful,
	
(Years)7
A'13 (SNvoqo.Vnkmi ($ Per Cumpoonn*)	
_$ 20K________
Ar14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) ($/Com[mn*nx) 
,^^=z^^^'======_,`^,===^========^
Note:	 The SAk8|Soomm`tm m`vPum also prvn|`u for the [Paym ent. Float. Interval) , the [Inflation. Mato. Tmhbl, the
(Equipment, Tax, Deprec iation, Method), and the (Equipment, Book, Depreciation. Method). In the LSA SAMIQScontext,
ose 0.0, (1975 6.0 1, ), DDB, and SL. iThe asterisk is a sigmil to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
=
^
*Taken from JP[ O8CUm|8Mt #1012~78/17
.	
^
-	 ]
^~L nmxru m m*
^
-.
^
^
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rorniat A Process Duut,ptini) (Continued) 	 Pa" .
1 
.
 
_Of , ___.6
A-15 Process Referent (Fo qm front Sitle Line A-1)
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Fouiliti") CA PER MACHINE PER SHIFT 1personnel)
[Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A 16 A18 A-19 A-17
Cataing NijmUor Amount Railmrad
'Loonso Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units NameRequirement Descriptio(i or 
nelarelit ► [Arnotint• Per. Machine)
A20.0D Z75 ^Q, Ft.
03 1 90--, 0,25 _ orsons/Shift
836M 1bctrzAmAi
PART S — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will ask first for ByproductO
(Byprodiintl arid (Utility. Ot	 Commodity Requirement)
A 20 A-22 A 23
Gatalou Number Arnowit Required
( E xpense I tem Per Machine Por Minute Units
HvIerent) [Atnotint. Per, Cyelel
OQUO - Q, V02 _Rr/
_F -q
EZ01000 .0015 GaIlMin,
T	 6 1 b^ 0 i .0220­0_
G) 11 	 6 ,D - . 5 Celjs/Aj
PART 6 -- IN7RA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT11S) REQUIRED
A•21
Requirement Description or Name
_ F lectricity
P1atjng__RiZsjrt__,,_ 	 A^
5 ^reo -.4 5h.
R.qjected Cel Is
A 24	 A 28	 A-26
	
A•27
	
A-25
fRequired, Pfodw;tl
	 (Yivlcfl	 [Ideal. Ratio] " Of
(Reference)	 Units Out/Units in	 Units Of A-26*
	
Product Name
WAFERS	 .98	 1/1
	
WAFERS/WAFERS
	
MASKED WAFER
[TIN I PA I? F 0 H	
DAVID P. TANNER	
)AT 1,	
9/16/80
100% minus percentage of required ptodtict lost in this process,
"Assume 100% wifld harp.
"'Examples; Modules/Cell or Colls/Wafer.
I IV
REVERSE SIDE JPL3037-S R 5/80
a•
JPL 3037 S n biuG
WLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page _2 of 6
U ---	 FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION
A-1 Process (Referent)
Al a 1'INeI'1 L it/•:	 lle1HATONV
7 ,
LA 
r,,,,,,
 .K,	 PDPLATEr,,/	 , .r, /b Ir',na.l. Mr l.^h^ Vrr[1r
Note; Names given in brackets I ) are the names of process attribute
requested by the SAMIS compu ter program,
A 2 IDe,tm ptiver. Narnei of Ptucess _P1 ate Pd metal on front and back of the cel l s
PART 1 -- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3 (Product. Ref-trend .. WAFERB
A 4 Descriptive Name [Product. Name) _ Wafers plated w ith palladium metal
	
A-5 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)	 Wafers
I I
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A 5 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) .. __33.43
A7 [Inprocess. Inventory. Time)	 ._____l2
AB [Duty. Cycle l
	 _ • 99
_ Units (given on line A-5) Per Operating Minute
Calendar Minutes (Usw1 only to compute
in•processinventory)
Operating Minutes Per Minute
A Ba (Nurnher. Uf. Shuts Pt^r. hay)
	 __ _._..________. _..__. _
	
Shifts
A-81) (Prrsnnnrl, Inlrgrlrirllion. Uverride, Switch)
	 (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A-9 Component [Referent)
	
Chemhood	
_	
_Solvhood
A-9a Component !Descriptive. Name)	 Chemical hood	 Solvent hood
w Tt 1 ~reel ew.sh
system	
_
A-10 Base Year Fot Egisiprnent Prices [Price; Year)
	
1977	 _ 	 __1977__	 M
)Purcha,e, Cost. Vl:, Waritity. Bought, Tablet
A•I I Number Of :arid $ Per Component)
	 _.$12k_  	 $4.5K
A 12 Antiripated )Useful. Life] (Years) 
	 7	 _ 
	
7..
A-13 [Salvage. Value) ($ Per Component)
	
_ _ $1 .2k _	 ____$450
A-14 [Removal. And, Installation. Cost) ($/Component) 	 $200	 $200
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the [Payment. Float. Interval], the (Inflation. Rate, Table], the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method] , and the (Equipment. Book, Depreciation, Method), In the LSA SAMICS context,
`	 use 0.0, 0975 6,0 0, DDB, and SL, (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
REVERSE SME 0L 30375 R WOO
Format A. Process Description (Continued) 	 Page _ -__...Of
A•15 Process Referent IFrom Front Side Line A•1) .._ PdPLATE
_,._ "-.- . _. _ __...__.-._. 	 __. 	 _—	 _... —
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT ( Peo-v,,nnel)	 Imo'~
[Faeility• Or, Personnel Reflulrenwnt)
A 16
	 A I8	 A-19	 A-17
Catelixl Number	 Amount Required
	
I
It xteruse Item	 Ie ► Machine (Pot Shift)	 Units	 Requirement Urrseription or Name
feferent)	 (Amount, Per. Machine[
A2080_D	 90 s9_ Ft. 
_.__ _ Mf sace^pe ._
n. __ __
	 1	 ____	 erson Shift_ Chemical1 Operator II 558 Y
PAR r 6 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will ask first for [Byproducts)
[D yl),wiuct ) and [Utility, Or. Commodity Requirement)
A 20 A 22 A-23
Catalog Numhvr Amount Required
(Expense Item iaer Machine Per Minute Units
Referent) lAmount. Per. Cycle(
G1052D .0168 Gms/Min. 
El320D .00023	 __ l,Tasl^fi6
0064D _
	
_
1 004661.. l	 s1i^11 n - _ .._
ET352D .0176_ Gal's7Flin: __ _... _
E132801 .005.13 liszMin^_._
011440 .81339
.__.
Cu. Ft.
C10_-3?U -
__.
	
.0444.	
-.
Kwll/Min..._.-__
_ D1l7filz__. _-.066Z
E1f00p _ 000012
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A-21
Requirement Description or Name
PdCI.+
a^
HF
r Dl.f^o_.____^^___
A•24	 A 28
	 A 26	 A-27
	
A•25
(Required. Product)
	
(Yieidl "
	
(Ideal. Ratio[ " Of
(Referenev)	 ('"6)	 Units oot/Units In	 Units Of A-26	 Product Name
WAFERA	 99.6	 1.0	 WAFERS/WAFERS
	
POLATED WAFER
^^nt PArrr 0
DAVID P. TANNER
"100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process.
"Assume 100% yield hare.
" * Examples: Modules/Cell or Cellsilh'afer.
+Calculated from Motorola Report No. 234412
See Appendix For Calculations
DATA
9/16/80
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page 3 . of..
--	 — --	 FORMAT A -- PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 ----	 --A•1 Process (Referent)
► r 1 ru rr r. x rov r rrrrl N^TU M v
ft	
SINTERA
Note; Names given in brackets ( ) are the names of process attribute,
reouested by the SAMIS computer program,
A,2 iDescripi m- Namel nfPrucess _ Sinter the Plated Palladium layer. _
PART 1 -- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A 3 (Product, Referent) __.. WAFERC
A4 Descriptive Nairn (Product. Name) Sinterinc,Ltaf_ al Lad ium_l 	 r_
A-5 Unit Of Memore (Product. Units)
	
CelIS 
	 - ..... _
PART 2 -• PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A•6 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) _..._^._ .-200
	
_	 Units (given on line A-5) Per Operating Minute
A•7 (Inpr<lcess, Inventory. Timel 	 -	 .__ ^.0_._...___ _	 _. Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
in-process inventory)
A-8 (Duty. Cyciel
	
__.^g^ 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
A•8a (Number, Of. Shifts. Per, Day)	 _ _.__ _._
	 Shifts
A-81) (Personnel• Integeri tat ion, Override., Switch) 
	 _	
(Off or On)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A 9 Cornponnnt ( Referent)
	
Furnace -,-
A•9a Component (r)r.scriptwv . Name)
A-10 Bdrar. Year For Lquipment Pi ices (Price. Year( 	 1977
(Purchase.. Cost. Vs, Owantity, Bought. Table)
A 11 (Number Of and $ Per Component)
	 _. 
$35K
A•12 Anticipated (Useful, Life) (Years)
	
7
A-13 (Salva ge• Value) ($ Per Component) 	 _ _ $3.5K
A•14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) ($/Component) _
	
$l K-
Note.	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment, Float, Interval), the (Inflation, Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method) , and the (Equipment, Book, Depreciation. Methodj , In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL, (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
f )RIGTNAL PAGE IS
"P POOR QUALITY
JPL 3037 S F1 5,%1
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)	 Page	 -..__.Of 6
z	
A•15 Process Referent (From Front Side Line A•1)
_	
_ SINTERA
PART 4 — DIRECT REC!k^:REMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement[
A 16	 A-18 A•19 A-17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Psr Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description or Name
/ Referent)	 [Amount Per. Machine]
ij A2064D	 132 Sq.	 Ft. Mfg. Space (Typp 	 A)	
__..__..	 _..__	 _	 ._..	 _.._.__^
I $ers0n 5_1'I `' Chemical - eratur TT3`5 8
person	 1i i f 7 _1Nct or n c Maintenance
PARTS —DIRECT REQUIREMEN'T'S PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or, Commodity Requirement]
A•20	 A-22	 A•23	 A•21
r	 Catalog Number	 Amount Required(Expense Item
	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units
	
Requirement Description or Name
Referent)
	
(Amount. Per. Cycle)
r	 EZ0102D	 1 4124Cu.ft./Min.	 Nitrogen Gas (Evap. from 'liquid)
	
kw / iPf' n.	 _ Electricity
r
00911,
AW
Y I PART 6 — INTRA INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
,.	 f
A24
	
A•28	 A-26
	 A•27
(Required. Product) 	 (Yield) "	 [Ideal. Ratio) " Of
( Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26'r
NO	 __._. _...._1 ^.---.._. __
	
WAFERS/WAFERS
1'141 PARE U by
DAVID P. 'FANNER
'100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process.
"Assume 100% yield here.
'Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Water.
0,F.VERSE SIDE jeL 3037•S R 5,080
r
I
)i
e+	 ^
3
A-25
Product Name
Sintered Wafers
UATr.
9/16/80
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page	 Aof__._!	 }
FORMAT A - PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 - -----
A-1 Process lRefetent)
Jr t 1'Inrl'1 1 %1"N f All rp1Tnrr1'rx	 „ 
	NIPLATEt^	 r'.r ,..	 . /,.	 P, , . /, x, rah	 ^r7 !,it
7
Note. Names given in iJrackets ( ) are the names if process attribute-
requested by the SAMIS computer program.
A 2 (uvwtiptive. Nimi, I of Process Plate ntgkel__on franc and back of the cells.
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product. hAerent l
	 )	 IRD
A4 Descriptive Name (Prudurt Nirnel Wdf.B ►° W1 h_.t^1_^ ed nlc e1 ldyer._4 _
A5 Unit Ut Measure IPtt>dut:t. Jn7tsl ...^^;, _. __._
	 . _ ____... _
	 __	 __
	 _	 __ .	 _....
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A Fi (Output. Rata) (Not Thmput)	
_. Z2 ^ ^^_. _ 
	 Units ( given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
A 7 (Inprocess, inventory. 'Cimel 	 ._._^ -	
___.._	 .__.__
	 _._.	
Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
in•processinventory)
X8 Wkity. Cycle) 	 ..^4  	 ._. _
	
Operating Minutes Per Minute
A-Ba )Number. Of. Shift:.. Per, 0ayl 	
__.__....._
	 Shifts
A^8b (Personnel, Intemniratt»n. Override, Switch)
	
_.__._....__._
	
__. (Off or On)
PART 3 -- EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A•9 Component (Referent)
	 -
CHEMFEFI.W
A ga Component (Descriptive.. Name)	
_G1]CIll.1S.d.L_..f 2Q	 Hood with
_replenishes,__
A 10 Base Year For Equt p rnent Price;, (Price. Y7!,u I	 . _ .7..
	 _ 1 977	 _.._._
A^1 l (Purchase. Cost. Vti, tluantity. BOLI(ht. Table)
	
(Number Of and $ For Component)
	
4, K _	 __.	 $12K
A-12 Anticipated (Useful, Lifel (Years)
	
7 	 7__
A•13 (Salvage. Value) ($ Per Component)
	
450 	 $1.2K
A-14 (Rernoval. And, Installation. Cost] ($/Component) _$200	 $200
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval), the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax, Depreciation. Method) , and the (Equipment, Book. Depreciation, Method) , In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, (1975 6.0 y ), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
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0-
Format A, Process Dt-sitilition (Cuntitmird) 	 Page _4_	.Of - , __6
A 15 Process Referctit I F i uni Front  Side L ine A•1)
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE WacilitWs) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT Wersonirml)
(Facility Ot, Personnel Requirement)
A 16	 A-18	 A•19	 A•7
Catalog Nijinbvi	 Amount Required
(Expense Item
	
Per Machine (Pot Shift)
	 Units
	
Requirement Description or Name
Refell, 1 ► t)
	lAtnoutit. Pitt. Moichinal
A20800	 90—
.-Et,--	 M fg, SP4_ct_(TYPe__B1__
61-672b 	 PersonZ5hjft_
	
gx-atar- 1L 55885
PART 5 -DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
JUVIproductl and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A 20	 A-22	 A•23	 A-21
Cataloll Number
	 Amount Required
f (Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute 	 Units	 Requirement Description or Narrip
Referent)
	 (Amount. Per. Cyclel
E13200	 10131T	 Gal /M.n.,
E B-00D	 .01,317	 AND
El 328D"__'_Lb
-
s7KI —n..MIST 3
CZ0103D	 :0906-'	 Liter—M Win	 FPz----
__Ft_-7W,_ff 	 _N ­jS0_:_______GT1 ,T4TY	 8'02-	 N'_	 7­
gip.: jr dty
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
A 24	 A 28	 A,26	 A•27	 A-25
I 11111JUitUd. PrOdIACt I
	
(Yield]	 (Ideal, Ratio]	 Of
(Reference)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26" • Product Name
_.,_.__WAEERC.._	 .99.0	 _]_.U._	 _WAEEKZWAEEK__._
	
K_2_lj1t1e_d__WAfers_-__
I'M PARLD 13Y
AVID P. TANNER	 9/16/80
100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process.
"Assume 100% yield here.
"'Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
+Taken from Motorola Report #954689
r.
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A
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS	 Page- . 5of...,.......	 na►
9	 —	 FORMAT A	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 -	 --A•1 Process [Referent ►
Jr 1 PItt1Pl 1 l410-41 1i1r1NATn1t1'
n• , P.,.,,,,na r n ,rlrtt	 CuPIATE
Note: Names given in brackets l ) are the names of process attrin l i i,
requested by the SAMIS computer program.
1 A2 (Descrttriivo. Namel of Process	 P. lote .'1gSc^4l tiS—rQpt2.S^..S?iL.the gR!^^^^^_^_
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [Pio.hict. Referent l
	 _ .	 _ WAFERE..
AA
	
Desr.riptive Name [Product. Namel
	 Wafer-s_.wi.th._flAted_Lnpper—Jayer...
A5	 Unit OfMeastie IProduct.Units) 	 -.-._._
	 qgli5
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
T
A 6
	
10titput. Ratel (Not Thruput) 
	 • 66_ Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minuto .
A-7
	
(Inorocess. Inventory. Time) 	 10 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
in•processinventory)
A S
	
[Duty. Cyclel	 .99 Operating Minutes Per Minute
A 8a
	
INumbI4. Ot. Shifts Per, lbyl 
	 _ ._	 .__ _	 Shifts
A-8b	 (Personnel, Intogerization, Override. Switch) 
	
._....._
_..
	
(Off or On)
PART 3 •- EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS
	
(Mochine Description)
A 9
	 Curnponent I R eferent)	 Plater RXNSETK
A ga C;oirwonont [Descrtlrtive, Nanu,I
A 10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Yoarl	 __ 1978 1 917
A-11 [Pnrchaw. Cost. Vs. Ouinttity. Bought. Iablel
(Number Of and $ Per ComponenO
	
_.-05100 ______ _	 $4.5K	 _ _.. ^ .__ . w
A-12 Antici pated [Useful. Life) (Years)
	
_	
7
A•13 (Salvaile. Valuel ($ Per C omponent)
	
$510	 $450
A•14 [Removal, And. Installation. Cost) ($/Component)	 $200	 $200
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment, Float. Interval], the (Inflation, Rate, Tablel, the
[Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method], and the [Equipment. Book. Depreciation, Method). in the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
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Pape . _5Of _ _6Format A. Process Description (Continued)
1 A-15 Process Referent (f= ront Front Sick Line A•1)
__ .-CUPLAIE »^	 —
PART 4 M DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (ParannO
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A 16
	
A-18 A-19 A•17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Put Machine (Per Sh ftj Units Requirement Description or Name
Referent)
	
(Amount. Per. Machine)
A2064D75 Sq.	 Ft. Mfg. 	 (Type A)
erson SfiTT : ' Chemical 'operator 11 55885`
Mf
_ --.	 ..	 _._	 __.•	 __._
Ferson	 fi El ectronics Maintenance
PART 5 –DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE	 (SAM IS will ask first for Byproducts)
[Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A•20
	 A-22 A-23 A-21
Catalog Number
	 Amount Required
( (Expense Item
	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description or Name
Referent)
	
(Amount. Per. Cycle)
EZ10401.00421 Gal/Min, Cu Bath Make -Up
_	 EZl'Q51)__ _	 _.	 -_.,,.Q.Q.).0.4-.._ ._ _. 	 _ a	 t n._ `_ '_ "-CuBa th -Addttl ye -
7"H Electricity
_.
- 0666D1176D
•
Cells/Min. Reeec^t^Cells
D1032p
	 . p ^ 1 .w__.	 _.._.__
_Ga ^Itn '_ "Wasted Acid
1
^y G11440 ^,	 .-_ 6802 '.
_
-Cu. 
	 t_.-_	 i 
n . 6T^
'
1
_	
1352	 - _ 	-
`_6i 035 _ -
	
-- _
_Ga7/Wn_	
. ...._.IPA
PART 6 – INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
1
A-24	 A-28	 A•26
	 A•27
	 A-25
(Required. Product 
	 (Yield) `	 (Ideal. Ratiol" Of
(Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26"'	 Product Name
WAFERD _ ...... 	 99.0
	
1 .0	 WAFERS/WAFERS	 CuP lated Wafers
PHI NAni
	 DA
DAVID P. TANNER
	
9/16/80
`100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process.
"Assume 100% yield here.
"""Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer,
0)
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS p„ge
 6_. _ of 6 .^
- 	 FORMAT A ---• PROCESS DESCRIPTION -~~
A-1 Process (Referentl
r^ •r rNnrl r . sur^ I.ANr ► NA'Pp rt Y 	
SIN7ER6i	 rn,,, lx,,.., r ..l r 	l•hn lr.x.
	
-	 -	 7
Note: Ntmes given in brackets [ ) are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAM IS computer program.
A-2 (Descriptive. Name  of Process . _Fino1 
_^
	tiring step for DIated copper contacts.
PART 1 -- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3 (Product. Referent) _10-15a
AA Descriptive Name (Product. Name) _,,S0j Lr Cel l s uti l i zi ng copper D 1 ated C ontacts.
A•5 Un-, Of Measure (Product. Units)	 Cells	
_-
	 _ w• . , .,
PART 2 PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
7
A•6 (Output. Rate] ( Not Thruput) .. _?OO -_„	 Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
A-7 [Inprocess. Inventory, Time]	 501.
	
Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
in-process inventory)
A-8 [Duty. Cycle]	 _ .99	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
A-8a (Number. Of. Shifts. Per, Day] 	 Shifts
A•8b [Person wl. IntegeriTation, Override. Switch]
	 (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A•9 Component (Referent)
	
turnaCe
A•9a Component (Descriptive. Name]
A-10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price, Year)
	 1977
A-1 I  [Purchase. Cost. Vs, Quantity, Bought. Tablel
	 $35KI	 (Number Of and $ Per Component) 	 _--
A•12 Anticipated (Useful, Lifel (Years)	 7
A•13 (Salvage. Value( ($ Per Component)
	
$3.5K
A•14 (Removal. And, Installation. Cost) ($/Component) _ $1k
Notts•:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval), the [Inflation, Rate, Tablel, the
[Equipment. Tax, Depreciation, Method], and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation, Method) , In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0 .0, (1975 6.0 -), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
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9 R B'k:
(Byproduct( and (Utility. Or, Commodity Requirementl
A•20 A•22 A-23
Catalog Numl)er Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units
Referent) [Amount. Per, Cycle]
EZ0102D 1.4124 Cu,Ft./Min
18
DI 176D
25
-2 Cells IMin.
A•21
Requirement Description or Name
Nitro en Gas
ET_e_ rTUU
ReJected Cells
^W'
Format A. Process Description (Contumed)
	
P&006 _ __Of
A-16 Process Referent (From Front Side Line A•1) .$18TER8
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT Werionnell
	
^0
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement(
A 16 A•18 A-19 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description or Name
Referenti (An ►mint. Pet. Machine(
A2064D 132 Sq.	 Ft. Mfg. Space (Type A)
83672Q._
	 _.
'I--	 -"'	 ' ­- - — ­Wrib-n7SW C -WRIcal TTe—ra-W 11 55885—'-
fT- -Tl ectronics Maintenance
PART 6 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
	
A-24	 A 28	 A•26	 A-27
I Require(]. Product I
( Reference)
	
WAFERD
	
_Cells Wafers	 Sintered Cells
Pitt PAM f) BY
DAVID P. TANNER
(Yield)	 [ideal, Ratiol * * Of
(of)
' J	 Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A•26*
A-25
Product Name
*100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process,
: * Assume 100% yield here.
* Example-s. Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
oRIGINAL PArzF, TS
()p" P *?':	 'y
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	 COSTING
I ising the IPEG costing method, the costs of the process were estimated. A one
megawatt production level was chosen which uses 14% efficient solar cells. This
would be 1,567,399 solar cell generating .638 watts per cell. The cost in 1980
dollars would be 7.93e/cell or 12.4 , watt. In 1975 dollars this translates to
5.870cell or 8.19^ watt. This cost does include the masking step as well as the
plating cost. The masking step alone yields a cost of 2.3 r/watt in 1980 dollars or
1.7^ _/watt In 1975 dollars.
E.	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TIONS
The 1980 cost of the masking steps (2.3fi/watt) comes froin high equipment cost
and high material cost of running the screen printing equipment. Notice, these
costs come from a relatively low throughput and the high operational cost of the
screen printer and, not from the high cost of the plating mask resist. The resist
only accounted for 20% of these costs (,•5Y/watt). It is very probable that
further work with a screen printer equipment vendor could result in a much
lower cost for our operation. The other major cost in the process is the copper
electrolytic plating; due to the low throughput assumed. (High labor costs.) This
cost also could be reduced with working with a plating equipment vendor.
The most desirable method of reducing the cost would be the elimination of the
palladium bath step. If an adhere-,,,;1 nickel bath could be found, the palladium
step and one sintering step could be removed. Assuming the new nickel bath
would cost approximately the same as the existing nickel bath, the cost of the
process would be lowered by 2.%/watt in 1980 dollars. With lowering the cost of
the masking steps by 50% and lowering the copper plating cost by 30% this
should yield a final cost of 7.83(,-/watt in 1980 dollars.
E	 ..
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COST CALCUt ATIQNS
PRO ESS: E!k1ate
Each hood has 6 tanks requiring 2.106 gallons of solution to fill. Each process
step utilizes 2 tanks in a particular hood. The 6% HF solution used is assumed
to be replaced once every shift. The palladium solution is replaced as a whole
once per shift, but the PdCL is replenished as needed. Rinse water requirements
is 3 gala/min. for each hood. The 2% NaOH solution is replaced every hour and
the IPA bath is replaced every 4 hours.
A) HF Usage:
4.212 gal/shift x .06 (%HF) = .2527 gal/shift
.2527 gal/shift x 9.75 lb/gal (HF)x shift/480 min. % 00513 lif'6.
DI H2O usage for this step = _0011 cuft_/_ min,_.
B) Pd Bath:
Assuming 110% contact coverage 50A thick yields:
1.1 x (7.6)2 c1112 x 6.08 x9 x 1ZL 3o-2dC13 = . 0051 gm/wafer
4	 cm	 106.4gm Pd
with 400 wafer/12m yields
	
.0168 
min
The 2.106 gal solution is replaced as a whole every shift (8 hrs.) so HCL
used is 50 ml, NH4F used is 994 ml, and DI H2O used is 1.49 liters.
HCL	 .1042 ml/min x 1.0045 gms/ml, x 2.205 x 10' 3 lb/gm = .00023 lb/min.
NH4F = 2.071 ml/m x 1.009 gm/ml x 2.205 x 10 -3 lb/gm	 .004601 1g/min.
H2O = .00011 cuft/min.
c)	 NaOH Bath (2% Solution)
This bath is replaced once every hour:
4.212 gal/hr..:.. .0702 gal/min,x3.785=.2657 liter/min x 2% = .005314 liter/min.
-99-
=.00514 gm/min x 2.205 x 10
" 3
 lb/gm
.00012 lbs min
DI H Usage .00919 cult min.
D) IPA Baths
These baths are assumed to be replaced every 4 hours:
4.212 gal/4hrs. - X 0176 ref mir.
E) Hood With Replenish System Electrical Assumed Usage is:
1.6 KW and 500 cfm air use of only 50% panel value
.5 (1.1) + 450 CFM .46kw" x 6766 hr.	 245 Dam	 24 nr.	 60 min.
cfmj	 wear 	 Year - '	 r.
¢ .01881 KWH MIN.
[ 5 (1.6) + 500 
X00] x $e	 ' /245 x 24 x 60 g .02559 KWH/MIN.
TOTAL: .01881 KWH/MIN + .02559 KWH /MIN = .0444 
KWH
TOTAL DI H 0 -	 .00919 tuft/min.2	
.00110
.00110
.01139 tuft/min.
Each hood used 3 gal/ min. rinse water
2 hoods :-: 6 gal/m x 1.337 x 10`1 tuft/gal = . 802 cuft/min.
TOTAL:	 .81339 Cuft/min.
i
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INTRODUCTION
This contract involves the evaluation of the technical feasibility
and effective cost of a copper plating system for the manufacture ofp	  Y
solar cells for high volume production of tow cost solar array (LSA)
modules.
The first phase of the contract (October 1970 - May 1979) a procedure
was developed to plate copper onto solar cells for use as a low cost
electrical contact. The contact system first used an electroless
00
palladium bath (50A), next an electroless chromium bath 0,2000A),
0
an electroless copper bath (500A), and then an electrolytic copper bath
(4-5 microns). This contact system has produced cells with good I-V
characteristics as well as good contact adhesion (1). However, it was
found if the cells were heated to 400 0 0 for 5 minutes they would severely
degrade. The problem was speculated to be copper migration into the
cell [2].
The second phase of the contract (July 1979 - January 1900) has sought
	
3
means to stop the copper migration. This paper is a literature study	 }
of copper diffusion rates through different metallic barriers. Though
only metals that can be plated are of interest with our process, other
metals will be discussed for completeness. Finally given is a test
matrix of metals to be used in the next task of the contract, an
evaporated contact heat treat study.
F.
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DISCUSSION
A literature search has been conducted in order to locate papers dealing
with copper diffusion and/or interactions with different metallic barriers.
It was preferred that the search be restricted to papers dealing strictly
with diffusion studies using Rhin films. But during the search it became
obvious that only a limited amount of data on thin films is available.
Most sources use bulk samples in polycrystalline or crystalline form.
'The papers used a variety of techniques of measuring copper diffusion
ranging from radioactive tracer experiments to use of an electron
microprobe. Each diffusion measurement technique will be identified
in the text, but will be ignored in tie final data astembly due to
the limited data base of this study.
i
Data have been found on these different metal systems: Cu-+Ag, Cu+Au, Cu-*Be,
Cu ►Cr, Cr, ►Cu, Cu+Fe, Cu-+.O, Cu ►Ni , Cu+Pd, Pd+Cu, Cu-+Pt, Cu-+Sb, Cu-,'Ti,
1
Cu-+U and Cu+Zr. Also two papers were found on the Cr-Cu contact system,
mainly dealing with contact stability.
As stated in the introduction, an evaporated contact study will be
conducted to test the conclusions from the paper study. It is realized
that plated metal layers are usually less dense than evaporated layers and
the results from the evaporation study may not apply to the plated
'layers. Hopefully the te;!;ts can guide future research of plating metals,
a`
i
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RESULTS
Copper Diffusion Into Metals
A summary of the diffusion data is given in Figure 1. The dotted lines
are extensions of the actual data (solid lines) from the different
publications. The particulars of each diffusion system and the
publication details are given next.
C i ) Cu-►A
The work was done by Sawatzby and Jaunot [3] in 1957. Single
crystals of silver were diffused with the radioisotope 64 Cuover a
temperature range of 700-900°C. The samples were sectioned
and the radioactive counts taken.
( i i ) Cu+AU
This data was generated by Vignes and Haeussler [4] in 1966.
Bulk polycrystalline gold sample were used with a 2 u layer
(evaporated) of pure copper on the surface. The copper was
diffused over a temperature range of 700-900°C and analyzed
by a electron microprobe.
(iii) C^
The copper diffusion into beryllium was taken fraw work done by
Dupouy, Mathle, and Adda in 1965 C5]. Radioactive 64Cu was
diffused into single crystal beryllium over a temperature range
of 700-10500C.
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(iv) Cu+Cr and Cr+Cu
Only qualitative estimates were found on the measurement of Cu- ►Cr.
Some papers were found on the thin film interdiffusion of this
system [6] as well as papers dealing with silicon device
performance of the Cr-Cu system [7], [8]. The interdiffusion
study showed there was little interaction of the metals over
the temperature range of 550-750°C. The device data also indicated
the diffusion rate was relatively slow. However, a paper was
found on the diffusion of Cr-*Cu using 51 Crwith a sample of
pure polycrystalline copper. This work was taken from Seitz [9]
(1963), Tomizuke [10] (1971), Barreau [11] (1971), and Sexena [12]
(1971). Since this measurement is not the same as Cu-*Cr, an
asterisk is added on Figure 1.
(v) Cu-►Fe
This data came from a paper by Anand [13] published in 1966.
Again the radioisotope 64Cu was diffused into a sample of pure
polycrystalline iron and the diffusion coefficients measured
(temperature range was 750-10500C).
NO CUA-i
This paper stated the results of the diffusion of 64 Cuinto a
pure sample of polycrystalline lithium by Ott [14], [15] in
1969. The heat treatments were only over a range of 50-120°C
since the diffusion rate was so high. The diffusion rate
f
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was much faster than for the other samples, so thep e 	 a 	 will
not be plotted on Figure 1. The diffusion coefficient 0*(cm2/sec.)
ranged from 300-7 at 120°C to 2.7X10
-8
 at 50°C.
(vii) Cu4i
This uses the results of Monma [16] (1964) and Helfineier [17]
(1970) using the 64Cu technique and thin film microprobe
technique respectively. In both cases polycrystalline nickel
was used. The diffusions were done over a temperature range
of 700-1400°C. The data of both sources were combined for the
Figure l plot.
(viii) Cu4Pd and Pd4Cu
It was difficult to find details of Cu diffusion into palladium.
Westinghouse [18], made a number of solar cells using Pd-Cu
contacts. Using only mild heat treatments (-.300°C for 15 minutes),
all test cells degraded severely. This would indicate the
(	 diffusion rate of copper through evaporated palladium is quite
1	 fast. There were other data showing the diffusion of palladium
through crystalline copper is very fast [19]. This was taken from
Peterson's paper published in 1963. For qualitative comparison,
these results are included in Figure 1, for the same reason as
including the Cr-data.
OX)  Cu-►Pt
In this paper by Johnson [20] in 1963 tracer diffusion of 64Cu
was made into a sample of polycrystalline platinum over a
i.
i
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temperature ragne of 1000-1600°C. From the data plotted in
Figure 1, this appears to be one of the best barriers to the
copper diffusion.
(x) Cu+Sb
This study of the tracer diffusion of 64Cu into pure antimony
was made by Neumann [21] in 1956. The "Asults at 390 0C yielded
a diffusion coefficient of 00 -4 cm2/sec. which off the scale
used for Figure 1.
(xi) Cu-*T i
The diffusion of Cu into o-Ti was made by Caloni in 1969 [22].
Over a temperature range of 960-1460°C an evaporative film of
copper was diffused into polycrystalline samples of titanium.
An electron microprobe was used for the analysis. These data
were also off the scale of Figure 1 because the copper diffused
very quickly in a-titanium. At 960% (which is about 8 on the
10
4
'/T°K scale) the diffusion coefficient was 10-8 cm2/sec.
(xi i) Cu-►U
The diffusion of copper into a (b.c.c.) uranium has been measured
from 780-1080°C by Peterson [23], [24] in 1964. 64Cu was diffused
and the radioactive tracer diffusion coefficients measured.
These data also were not plotted on Figure 1 because the diffusion
rates were too high. At 780°C (104/T°K reading of 9.5) the diffusion
coefficient was 2x10-8 cm2/sec.
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(xiii) Cu-,.Zr
The tracer diffusion of 64 Cu was made into single crystal of
a-zirconium by Hood in 1971 [25). The measurements were only
made at 865°C, yielding a diffusion coefficient , 10-8 cm2/sec.
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6'
ANALYSIS
Using the data found in the literature study, diffusion rate calculations,
using a single mode system were made. The major part of the proposed
evaporated contact heat treat study was to observe solar cell degradation.
It has been previously shown that the diffusion of copper causes shunting
problems with silicon solar cells (lowering of Yq 0 ) L2].	 At the 13th
JPL Project Integration Meeting, Westinghouse [26] showed that copper
at reasonably high levels (10 16-1017 atrm/cm3 in P-type silicon) was
needed before any degradation would be seen. Therefore it was assumed
that when the cell degradated, the copper would have reached a concentration
of 10 16 atom/cm3 at the junction (N/P interface). Figure 2 shows the
diffusion model used in this analysis. The source in the model was
the copper layer (typically 4-6 microns thick). The barrier was any metal
which would provide a good barrier to the copper and a good electrical
contact to the silicon. The barrier thickness was demoted as d l . The
diffused n region was the thickness d 2
 of the silicon cell (the junction
depth). The qualities we were interested in calculating were t  the
diffusion time through the barrier and t 2 the diffusion time to the junction.
The total diffusion time tTOTAL r t I +t2 was set up as the time it takes
for the junction interface (N/P interface) to reach a copper concentration
of 10 16
 atom /c1113. Using the standard single mode diffusion analysis;
(Fick's laws of diffusion [271)
Equation 1: N(x,t) = Ncu erfc	 x
\2 t
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where	 x = thickness
0 - diffusion coefficient
t - diffusion time
Ncu - concentration of copper atoms
N(x,t) = the resultant copper diffusion concentration at x after time t
The values of Ncu at the barrier surface was assumed to be 10 21 atom/cm3.
The value of N(x,t) was also assumes leaving the diffusion time as the 	 w
only variable.	 By setting a N(d l ,t l ) to be 1016 atom/cm3 , the diffusion
time for nickel barrier using the data from Figure 1 was Solved.
The diffusion coefficient for nickel at 560°C was extrapolated to be
1.4x10 17 cm /sec. Using a nickel thickness of 1000A, the resultant
diffusion time t l was 1.83x105 sec or 127 days. So it would take more than
four (4) months for the copper to get through the nickel barrier.
Certainly this was an experimentally acceptable length of time
and suggests that at normal operating temperatures, the cell lifetime
would be good..
To calculate the diffusion time t 2 a simular calculation was done using
the 1016 atom/cm3 number as Ncu . As stated before the shunting copper
level was 1016 atom/cm3 which becomes N(d 29 t2 ) in this case. From
Runyan's book [27] at 560°C the diffusion coefficient of copper in silicon
was 2x10-5 C111 /sec. Using a junction thickness of 3000A (d 2 ) the diffusion
time t2 was calculated to be 40 ms. Since t  >>t 21  the total diffusion
time (tT= t 1 +t2 ) becomes tT= t 1 . This shows that barrier must do all
the work in stopping the copper diffusion.
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Assuming that extrapolation of the diffusion rate can be carried to lower
temperatures, estimates show that at 60°C the diffusion of copper through
the same nickel barrier would take -.10 18 years. However, the analysis
used was very restricted and does not include,
t
	 (a) Possibility of variable barrier thicknesses, pinholes, or severe
structural defects in the laver.
(b) Chance of alternate penetration modes (around edges of the plated
I	
or evaporated layers).
{
	 (c) Possibility of degradation from impurities other than copper.
A similar diffusion analysis for silver (the worst barrier) yields a
diffusion time at 5601 C of .3 seconds. Certainly the diffusion data does
realistically indicate that nickel is a promising placable diffusion
barrier to copper and should be investigated further.
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CONC USION
From the literature study, nickel appears to be :`.e best placable
candidate for a metallic barrier to the copper migration. Since nickel
is relatively cheap and a number of commercially obtainable electroless
baths already exist, it can be readily incorporated into the present
plating process. The next step is to see if nickel has good barrier
properties experimentally. This will be done by an evaporated contact
study using active solar cells. The barrier metal experiment will use
the metals in different thicknesses over a range of heat treatments.
The degradation of the cells voltage and current will be evaluated.
The test matrix is given below, and will be used for the following condition.
(i) All heat treatments will be made in nitrogen only.
(ii) Properties of the solar cells will be evaluated before and
after the heat treatments.
(iii) Neat Treatments
TIME	 TEMPERATURE
Minutes	 (°C)
5	 400 450 500 550 600
15	 400 450 500 550 600
(iv) All tests will be run with two control cells with Ti-Pd-Ag
contacts.
(v) The following metallization systems will be investigated.
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1
(A) Pd-Ag (2000A Pd): To study effects of palladium only.
a
(B) Cr-Ag (2000A Cr): To study effects of chromium only.
(C) Pd-Cu: Three different experiments using 1000-2000-3000A of Pd.
(0) Cr-Cu: Three different experiments using 1000-2000-3000A of Cr.
O
(E) Pd-Ni-Cu (1000A Pd): Two experiments with the nickel
at 1000 and 2000A thick.
O
(F) Cr-Ni-Cu: The same as (E) but using 1000A chromium.
Hopefully these evaporated metal heat studies will give us some
insight experimentally on the quality of the nickel barrier. Of course
with a plated nickel barrier, the results may not be as good (plated
*	 metals are less dense). But hopefully the barrier thickness can be
adjusted to give the desired result, of a reliable copper based solar
cell contact.
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